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New Special Assistant To The President Named
BY SUSAN OLSEN
News Writer
PresidentGerety's former
assistant Gail Moore has just
relocated to Smith, Arkansas.
She will be deeply missed.
According to her successor Susan Pikor, "Gail paved
the way for all who would follow her in the position of Special Assistant to the President.
She truly dedicated all her efforts to the college to the best of
her ability. Trinity was lucky to
have her, and she will be sorely
missed." This is not only the
opinion of Susan, but that of
everyone who knew Gail Moore
and were fortunate enough to
work with her.
Since the beginning of
March, Gerety has been working with Susan Pikor who has
beena t Trinity for two and a half
years. Susan first came to Trinity to give a conference concerning "The Quality Integration Options for Connecticut Schools."
The goal of the conference
was to discuss plans to balance
the schools system. She had
planned on staying at Trinity
for a maximum of six months.

Well, two and a half years later,
she finds herself still at Trinity
serving in a vital position.
Since the conference, she
has spent a year as an Administrative Assistant to the President, where her main tasks included supporting the efforts of
both Gail Moore and President
Gerety. Following her time
spent in Administration, Susan
moved up to the Development
Office where she took on the
role of the Director of Development Research. She remained
in the development office until
February of this year. Now you
can find her outside of President Gerety's office working
extremely hard, but always with
a very pleasant disposition.
A native of Massachusetts, Susan received her Bachelors of Arts at Emmanuel College, a small female college.
After that she went on to teach
primary school for several years
in Brockton, Massachusetts. She
. and her family later moved to
Farming ton, Connecticut where
Susan continued teaching
school. Her interests have always been rooted in the nonprofit and education sectors.

Susan said, "lvalue •
the role education
plays in this country—and I am willing to dedicate all
my efforts to support it." With an attitude like that Trinity is very lucky to
have found someone so competent to
fill the big shoes left
behind by Gail
Moore.
Susan's credits in the non-profit
educational arena
include founding
The Parent Group at
Simsbury . High
BETH PIRO
school, and assisting Special Assistant to President Gerety, Susan Pikor.
in bringing AIDS awareness to son for the President's Office
the town of Simsbury vis-a-vis whenrepresentationis required. the President's calendaris a task
the Simsbury Health and Wel- One of President Gerety's inten- that can in no means be underfare Committee. She is very well tions uponhis inauguration was rated.
Other aspects of Susan's
experienced in the area of edu- to be available to not only faccational organization and com- ulty but any student thatneeded position include attending meetto meet with him. This is not an ings such as the Trustees Meetmittee organization.
Upon meeting with Su- easy task for the President nor ing, and The Athletic Advisory
san, anyone would come to real- Susan Pikor who is constantly Committee Meeting. Susan
ize that her role to the President juggling his schedule in the ef- Pikor keeps the President's
is essential. She'not only keeps fort to accommodate all who schedule on track while fulfillplease turn to page 7
his hectic schedule on track, but needtoseeGerely. Dealingwilh
she also serves as a special liai-

dosed CampiisTo
BY TIM SULLIVAN
News Writer
The issue of whether or
not Trinity College should have
an open or closed campus has
once again risen and asserted
itself in the mainstream of campus thought.
The Student Government
Association determined that an
Ad Hoc Committee should be
designed to fully evaluate and
report on the feasibility of instituting a change in the present
Trinity College campus. The
committee composed of John
Wise '95 (chairman), Ernestine
Amenuvor '95, Mike Conard '95,

Pat Pinschmidt '96, Nicole
Simpson '95, -and Justin
VanEtten '96 convened, debaled, researched, and finally
submitted a document under the
title of "Report of the SGA ad
hoc Committee To Consider a
Closed Campus."
This unassuming report
does exactly what its name asserts and considers a closed campus. With sweeping statements,
the report attempts to anticipate
and allow for all possible repercussions of making the Trinity
Campus closed. Needless to say,
the repercussions of closing
Trinity off from the surrounding environment would have

dire consequences indeed. The
dangers of living in an urban
environment, though, are severe
enough to consider such a drastic measure.
The issue is the safety of
the Trinity campus, and whether
it would be improved by a socalled closed campus. The term
closed campus is surrounded by
myth and superstition. No one
has a definite idea of what closing the campus would entail.
In the words of the report
it would require "A movement
towards a clearer definition of
Trinity's perimeter, restricted
use of Vernon St., addition of
several information kiosks, particularly at either end of Vernon
St., and the closing the walkway
from Broad St. onto the athletic
fields." These would obviously
only be the opening overtures to
the closing of the campus. In
short, measures would betaken
for the maximum convenience
joi the students, and the maximum inconvenience of potential criminals.
The report goes farther
than that. The Trinity campus is
not an island. The prevention of
members of the community
from taking part in the advanplease turn to page 5

Closed Campus? SGA will vote on it tonight.

BIUPADULA

The blizzard of '93 hit Trinity hard last weekend.
As students huddled inside to keep warm, the wind and
heavy snowfall made traveling tough.

New Shuttle Program
BY MATT HENRY
Copy Editor

Beginning this Wednesday, the student-run campus
shuttle will be replaced by a
professional shuttle service.
The new system will run on a
seven-stop route at various
points on campus, instead of
the current door to door system
that is presently used.
Brian Kelly, Director of

Campus Safety, spoke about the
reasons for the change, "There
were a lot of reasons for the
change," Mr. Kelly said, "Many
student riders complained
about the student run shuttle,
saying that it was too slow,
there were too many no-shows,
and other problems."
There are of ten too many
calls for the office to respond
quickly enough. "We can't keep
please turn to page 7

WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD &-NATION:

FEATURES:

The importance of political parties
is discussed on page 9, as well as
Dan Anixt's Defense of Clinton's
tax hikes. Dreadnought and a discussion of cults on page 10. See
World & Nation pages 9&10.

Facultyball is in season once again
(p.16), and Matthew Prince explores
cults and other crazies on page 17.
Also witness the triumphant return
of Along The Long Walk on page 19.
Read Features on pages 16-19,

ARTS:
Review of Mad Dog and Glory in From
The Back Rowon page 12. Also, reviews ofEmbers, Gorfspeff,SamHamili,
and theCembaltoTrio. Checkoutthe
Arts section on pages 12 and 13 for
more.

SPORTS:
As the seasons change, baseball and
m en's lacrosse are previewed on page
24. Swimmer Dave Lynch '93 is profiled on p. 21, and the Drug and Alcohol Seminar is reported on page 24.
Slats & Notables on page 23.
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t is disturbing to realize that there are
people at Trinity College— students, faculty and administration— who do not
________ know or do not care who our most influential student leaders are. Quanti Davis '93, Emelie
East '92, and Kirsten Kowalski '93 spearhead our
Student Government Association, filling the positions of President, Vice President, and Vice President
of Finance respectively. This lack of knowledge is
indicative of a continuous ambivalence at Trinity
towards student empowerment.
On the one hand there are those who insist that
students have a significant amount of power at Trinity, while on the other there are those who insist
students have none. There are avenues at Trinity for
student power to be expressed.
Those who know those avenues and participate
in the process are empowered. Those who do not
take advantage of the opportunities available are not
empowered. Whether this is because they don't care
or have not taken the time and energy to make
themselves participants in the existing alternatives
depends upon each of the individuals who comprise
the student body.
Numerous associations, organizations and
groups exist at Trinity. The Trinity Women's Organization, the Pan African Alliance, La Voz Latina,
Progressive Student Alliance, Community Outreach
and ConnPIRG are only a few examples. Each of
these have the opportunity to. make an impact upon
the college's community. Some may wield more

influence than others, but this level of influence
corresponds directly with the efforts they have made
to change this college and the focus towards which
their energies have been directed.
Power is not just given away; it must be earned.
Those students who invest themselves in the college
deserve to be empowered. Those who find it easier
to sit back and complain without actively pursuing a
goal deserve nothing. It is not enough to simply go
to classes, complete assignments, and party. Trinity
is more than just a school, it is a community. A
community reflects the interests and beliefs of those
who participate in it rather than those who merely
live in it.
This ambivalence is not a phenomenon which
exists at Trinity alone. There are people who do not
know who the President of the United States is.
There are people who do not vote, yet complain that
they are not represented in government. It is so much
easier to sit back and let others take control. In doing
so, however, we forfeit whatever rights we may have
to influence our communities, our country.
By not taking an interest in who our representatives are or what they do, by not making ourselves
fully aware of what is happening in our community,
we give power over to those few who are willing to
take on the responsibilities we shun. And when they
do something we don't like, we blame them when in
fact the blame lies equally as heavy upon the shoulders of those of us who could not be bothered.
S.N.W.
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The Trinity Tripod is published every
Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the
students of Trinity College in Hartford,
Connecticut. TheTripod office is located
in the basement of]ackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondences to The
Trinity Tripod. Box 1310, Trinity
College, Hartford, CT 06106. Our
telephone number is (203)297-2583.
TheTrinihi Tripod uses the Aldus Pagemaker 4.2 Desktop Publishing System
in coordination with theMa'cintosh computersystem. Headlines are set Molded
Palatino, and the body text is in Roman
Palatino, size 9 automatic leading.

• At South Campus (Blue Square - Williams, the king of pinball maintermediate skiers), skiers flew down chines. However, after the first day it
the hill between Jones & Jackson and was broken, and after the second day
,vin New England is always jumped a snowbank, landing on the snow it was gone. It was replaced by Data
weird,butonceagain,itsnowed(lots) covered walkway. A good time Was had East's Lethal Weapon 3 - which is
this weekend. Around Trinity never by all. Awund Trinity wishes that ski also fairly cheesy. Mel Gibson's likeclaims to possess prophetic meteo- conditions of this quality existed on cam- ness is comical, while the voice overs
are definitely not the real McCoys.
rological knowledge, but is starting pus more often.
Around Trinity hopes to see these
to wonder why it seems to snow
machines hit the highway when the
almost EVERY WEEKEND in 1993.
snow melts.
Are there no snow days? Around Trinity hopes to see a bona fide snow day
before the winter packs up for good.
St. Anthony's Hall (Friday - stu-

The weather.

Social Critique

Bistro Diving
Kids, don't try this pne at home.
In the storm last weekend, snow piled
up against the side of the Bistro, forming a virtual ladder for one to climb
up onto the roof. An energetic
partygoer took the opportunity to
climb up the roof about 10 or 15 feet.
The studehtyelled "cannonball" and
then dove into a 6 foot snowdrift.
An onlooker said that'T d give
him about an.8. He needs to improve
his landing, though." The diver got
up, brushed himself off, and strolled
off on his way to a late night.

SkiChalet
The snow made for excellent
skiing conditions all over campus.
Cross country skiers meandered their
way around, and other vertically inclined skiersbuiltjumps. Two downhill runs existed. Skiers made their
way down the hill by the Chapel
(Black Diamond - experts only) and
jumped off a snowbank on the path,
landing on the soccer fields.

dent band Desiratum) and Elmo (Saturday - "Night on Disco Mountain") both
benefited from the inclement weather.
The snow kept everyone at Trinity, and
as they were the only frat parties on
either night, the masses flocked. The
Hall was actually suffering from popularity, as their space was cramped. Thankfully, the band kept everyone warm.
Elmo had the Washington Room
to play in, which was a good thing. The
Disco Mountain itself was as big as Mt.
St. Helens, give or take an inch. The
music was primarily '70's;.. but there
were some '80's tunes slipped in
anachronistically (like Micky by Toni
Basil, or Celebration by Kool and the
Gang). Around Trinity hopes that a frat
will take a suggestion for an '80's music
party. We at Around Trinity will get out
our parachute pants just in case.

PinbaUWizaixis
... probably already know about
the new machines in the Trinity College
Game Room. Super Mario Brothers, by
Gottlieb, is not worth the fifty cents it
costs. There's not much to it. For a
fleeting couple of days, there was a nifty
pinball machine called Fish Tales by
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Go See...

Fellini's 8 1/2, playing TONIGHT at the Cinestudio at 7:30. It's
amazing. Just see it, 'nuff said.

Expensive Toys
Two representatives from
Apple Computer came to campus on
Monday to demo Apple's new products, including a color PowerBook, a
color scanner and plethora of new
Macintoshes. Cool toys if you wanna
fork out the $$.

In the news...
Susan Pikor was named the
new Special Assistant to the President, replacing Gail Moore who
packed up and headed for Arkansas.
See page 1 for more information.
Director of Food Services, Vijay
Sharma's first 100 days in office may
be more successful than Bill Clinton's.
An article on all the recent changes
appears on page 6.

~~

~~

be typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. Letters should address the Editor^' 7 > P . reCedm S Plication the following Tuesday. They should
be printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a sienatum TV T •, x P a r ^ c u I a r lndl vidual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will
on an individual's character or personality. All letters are the sole responsibUitv of I
lu
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Trinity Reporter Comment Brings Angry Reaction From Alumnus
To the Editor:
Enclosed please find a copy of a
letter that I have sent to Tom Gerety,
president of the college. It is my wish
that this letter would be printed in Us
entirety in an upcoming issue of The Tripod.
Sincerely,
Dan Sutton, '89
Dear President Gerety:
I am an alumnus of Trinity, and
although my attendance predated your
tenure, from what I have read and heard
regarding your presidency, I believe that
you will at the very least consider the
issues that have prompted me to write
you.
Briefly, I was reading the Class
Notes section of a recent issue of the
Trinity Reporter, and saw that Richard
Stockton, the class agent for the class of
1960, casually refers to a visiting Viet-

namese dignitary as a "small new friend
from the east." I was startled, then saddened,andfinallyangered. Whenlcalled
the Alumni office to voice my dismay
and outrage, they seemed entirely unconcerned.
Since my graduation from Trinity,
I have had the good fortune to meet and
work with people from a myriad of diverse economic and cultural back-

Plainly stated, I don't feel that the college is committed to exploring
the problems of discrimination -it never was while I was there...
grounds. Currently I am pursuing a
Master's degree in education at UMass
Boston. When I read that sentence, I
thought of Nguyen, a fellow student in
my program who was bom in Vietnam.
Nguyen was separated from his family
during the Vietnam War and later spent
18 months in a refugee camp before emigrating to the United States. In spite of
his personal hardships (or, perhaps, be-

Katz Points To Benefits Of Reading
Week; Commends Tripod Dialogue
To the Editor;

missing any classes. Since open period
lessens my commitments, I can continue
I was surprised to see the negative this behavior for an entire week.
letters attacking The Tripod last week. I
I can tell my parents how much I
am writing to offer a different opinion on appreciate open period. I may not unstudent affairs.
cover all my truths of open period, but I
I was actually very happy to see let them know the positive benefits.
The Tripod acknowledge the importance
I applaud The Tripod for continuof open period/ reading week. The im- ing its excellent dialogue on important
portance of open period should not be matters. While open period has passed,
removed from discussion.
I still need my additional rest, I am going
I like open period. It allows for so to take a nap now and hopefully think
much free time. I can sleep very l;ate and pleasant thoughts.
not worry about missing classes. After it
gets dark, I can drink as much beer as I
Bye bye,
Peter Katz, '93
like. I can sleep late without fear of

WhaTs S.U.F? Find Out Tonight
To the Editor:
This is a letter for all Trinity students.
Are you sick of having your educational experience dictated to you by the
administration? Are you tired of student
government's voice being ineffectual?
Are you frustrated with how the administration shapes and restructures your
social environment? Are you exasperated
by your lack of voice? If so, then it is time
to empower your voice through collective
action and support. The Student Union
Party (S.u!P.) is the vechicle for a powerful student voice! S.U.P is a student
grassroot organization in which its di-

rection and goals are defined by its members. By uniting the student body, we
will have the power to demand effective
representation in the decision-making
process. The time has come for the students on this campus to take an active
part in their destiny. We have made the
school run and now it is time to run the
school! Join S.U.P and shape your direction!
Come to the S.U.P. meeting tonight, Tuesday, March 16, st 10:00 p.m. in
the Rittenberg Lounge.
Sincerely,
The Student Union Party

Psi Upsilon Thanked For Bogmen
To the Editor:
On Saturday, March 6, the brothers of Psi Upsilon brought "The Bogmen"
to the Washington Room to benefit
Trinity's Camp For Kids. Between the
cost of art supplies and games, the program faces financial jeopardy. Without
the generous contribution from Psi U,
our organization would be unable to
make such a difference for the second
and third graders at area elementary
schools. The proceeds from the party

cause of them), Nguyen has become one
of the most giving and caring people I've
met -to see him work with children is to
understand the potential for hum an kindness.
I tried to picture someone referring to Nguyen as "a small new friend
from the east," and I felt disgusted; truly,
it just about broke my heart. I wonder if
I was the only person offended by that

will enable us to do special activities like
"Create your own tee shirt" and the annual "graduation party," which otherwise would have been impossible. We,
as well as the Trinity campers, thank Psi
U for their active support in community
service, through their individual volunteering and generous financial contribution. They have made a difference.
Sincerely,
Sarah Pikor,'94
Mark Zafra, '93
Trinity's Camp For Kids

Upset* OmsemeOf
••Write A Letter To The Editor. •

:

The deadline is5p.m. onflieFriday before an issue is published
SendtheratoBoxmO^rpwttheminiliePocexserver,
The author's name can be withheld,
but unsi
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passage? Itisnothingmorethanashameful slur, and reveals far more about the
smug, self-important attitude of the author than about the person it purports to
describe. Is the college concerned with
the image that it projects? Or, more
importantly, the social injuries that result from its moral inertia? It would
seem that, as far as the Alumni Office is
concerned, as long as the money keeps
rolling in there are no problems. I hope
for and expect a stronger sense of principle from your office.
Unfortunately, the arrogant insensitivity of Mr. Stockton's comments (repulsively and poorly camouflaged as dry
wit) seems to be the rule, rather than the
exception, in my experiences withfellow
alumni, hi reflecting upon this, I see their
attitude as a by-product of their culture,
including their experience of attending
Trinity. Plainly stated, I don't feel that
the college is committed to exploring the

problems of discrimination-it never was
while I was there, and the blithe response
of the Alumni Office to my recent query
succinctly reaffirms this message of indifference.
Until the college begins to see itself
as the problem, progress won't be made.
Trinity will continue to try to purchase
respectability by spending a small fortune on minority recruitment and orientation programs. I support any effort in
furthering equity and higher education,
but I think that the people who are" in the
most dire need of orientation programs
are the Richard Stocktons of the community; he is long overdue for a reality
check.
I am aware that I will be neither the
first nor the last to criticize Trinity for
contributing to a climate of elitism, but I
feel compelled to write, if for no other
reason than to defend the integrity of my
colleague. Unfortunately, bigots always
interpret the absence of vigilant and vocal opposition as tacit approval of their
actions.
In closing, I thank you for your
time, and wish you well; Perhaps one
day I will have the honor of meetingyou
and getting a chance to hear your vision
for the future of Trinity as an academic
institution and cultural locus. Until that
time, I regret to say that the nostalgia I
feel for my alma mater has been tarnished by the manifest flourish of bigotry beneath its stately elms.
Sincerely,
Dan Sutton,'89

Volunteer Needed For
Hunger Cleanup; ConnPIRG,
Community Outreach Lauded
To the Editor:
As many of us know, the problems
of hunger and homelessness have increased dramaticallyinthelastfewyears.
While Connecticut has the highest per
capita income of any state, three of its
cities are among the poorest in the nation. In Hartford alone, 50% of AfricanAmerican children under the age of six
are at risk of experiencing.chronic hunger.
Luckily, there are groups at Trinity
College who are taking action on these
issues and working to solve the problems. CoruaPIRG and Community Outreach deserve credit for their efforts in
the fight against hunger and
homelessness. These groups sponsored
a Hunger and Homelessness Awareness
Week last semester and are participating
in the ninth annual Hunger Cleanup this
spring. Community Outreach runs several projects in the community, volunteering at soup kitchens and homeless
shelters, and conducting clothing and
food drives throughout the semester.
ConnPIRG works with Community Outreach to coordinate the Hartford Hunger
Cleanup, the largest single day community service event in the country.
The Hunger Cleanup is similar to
a walk-a-thon or similar fundraisers, but
instead of walking, volunteers raise
pledges for the time that they spend
working to improve worksites like homeless shelters and city parks. The Trinity
goal for this spring is to raise over $5,000
and involve 200 volunteers from the campus and community.
There.are immediate things that
students can do to help. First, volunteer
your time on Sunday, April 18, to participate in the Hartford Hunger Cleanup,
you can contact ConnPIRG to get involved at 297-3510. Second, donate used

clothing to Community Outreach before
spring break as a part of their clothing
drive for a number of shelters in the
immediate area. Finally, support ConnPIRG in the upcoming student referendum on March 30, so that the work that
they do can continue to be done.
Thank again to ConnPIRG, Community Outreach, and all the students
who volunteer their time address these
problems. With your help the Hartford
Hunger Cleanup can be a huge success,
and make a world of difference.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Coken
•
Director, National Student
Campaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness

More Criticism For
"Quad Of Week"
To the Editor:
As a new staff writer to the Trinity Tripod, I was thoroughly disgusted
with the special feature of the last issue's
Tripod. Not only was it absolutely
absurd and infantile, but it scars the
integrity of the Tripod staff, After that
"Quad of the Week" I am ashamed to
have my named associated with the
paper.
Students are paying a for a quality newspaper and they expect a credible staff. How could any respectable
editor let such nonsense be printed?
Please, for the sake of quality journalism, see thatthis catastrophe finds itself
in the trash basket, NOT in our school
paper.
Sincerely,
James P. DeMichele, '95

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Page 4

PRIZES
RICKZEDNIK
SENIOR EDfTOR

Even In Snow, B&G Gets It Done
Recent blizzards brought some of Trinity's unsung
heroes out in the midst of frigid darkness. These members of
the College community whose work often goes unrecognized do not have fancy titles like Dean or Professor, but
this school might literally collapse without them.
The Building and Grounds Department, supervised
by John Woolley and Kristina Dow, provides the gears that
make Trinity tick. The behind-the-scenes work they do is of
the type that is not appreciated until it is missed. The
following footnoted illustration of the impact these unheralded legions have on our lives reads like a General Electric
commercial.
One recent morning we woke up after a warm night's
sleep1 and looked out our air-tight window2 to see the several
inches of snow already plowed from the walk ways? We rose
and wandered down the hall to relieve and cleanse ourselves
in
a
sterile4
and
functional5
bathroom.
With those missions accomplished, on our return we
strolled past a study break sign taped to the off-white wall.6
To access our room, we punched in our combination? Back
inside, we switched on the light and turned on the radio."
As we dressed, we had visions of spring and graduation and the Quad set up with a thdusand chairs and the
campus decked out in its floral splendor,9
On our way to Mather for breakfast, the sites and
sounds of plows brought us back to realityand we hustled
to the next heated building1.'While waiting to meet a friend,
we sat on the new chairs in the lobby!1 After filling our
stomachs, we head to the newly constructed squash courts
to burn off some calories.
Thus began our day.
1 LawrenceDesRoches, Central Heating Plant Foreman
2 Claude Rioual, Carpenter Foreman
3 Robert Laptas, Superintendent of Grounds
, ,
4 Jose Silva, Superintendent of Custodial Services, and
Jose Figueroa, Jose Rocha, Joao Rosa, and Ernesto
BJanco, Custodial Service Foremen
5 Elio Greco, Plumbing Maintenance Foreman
6 William Beattie, Painter Foreman
7 Gerald Vanty, Locksmith Foreman
8 Gunther Kayser, Foreman Electrical Maintenance
9 Henry Birks, Grounds Foreman
10 Winston Cole, Mechanic and Grounds Foreman
11 Gregory Calegari, HVAC Maintenance Foreman *
12 Jill Slusarski, Purchasing Manager
13 Ezra Brown, Plant Engineer
Without fully appreciating it, we depend on the
services provided by the staff at Buildings and Grounds.
Here we have mentioned some of the supervisors. Working
with them are office workers Rebecca Rivera, Kathleen
McHale, and several dozen more on the front lines.
Making their contributions all the more impressive is
the fact that some of the shops are so sparsely staffed. Only
two men serve all of the college's plumbing needs. The same
is true for all electrical work and carpentry requests.
While these Trinity mainstays seek no attention, they
deserve our accolades, because without Buildings and
Grounds, we would be a college without a campus.

The Department of History announces the following
prizes for essays judged by the
Department to be of distinguished quality.
All entries must be submitted to the History Department Office in Seabury 23 by
April 2,1993.
Papers should be free of
notations, grades, etc., on the
cover page and/ or in the margins of the text.
All essays must be typewritten.
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Rittenburg, Lounge Mather
Hall. Free admission. Sponsored By the Trinity College
Thursday, March 18,7:00 Women's Center in Celebrap.m.tion of March as Women's HisCONNPIRG presents tory Month.
an Endangered Species eduTuesday March 16—
cational forum with David
"Individualism and
Leavitt of the Green Corps
the Social Responsibility of
Corporations" by Tibor
Saturday, March 20,.
Machan, Professor of Philoso11:00 a.m.phy at Auburn University,
ConnPIRG's Endan- Alabama 8 p.m. McCook Augered Species Campaign is ditorium. Sponsored by the
hosting an off campus hike into Shelby Cullom Davis Endowan area protected by the Fed- ment. Information: (203) 297eral Endangered Species Act. 2001
Meet at Mather front desk at
11:00 a.m. Bring shoes, sunThursday^-March 18—
glasses and lunch.
"Statistical Represen-

•EVENTS

The Ferguson Prizes in
Sunday, March 2110:00
Government, Founded in 1890
a.m.
to
5:00 p.m. ConnPIRG's
by the late Professor Henry
Hunger
and Homelessness
Ferguson of the class of 1868,
Campaign
presents a one day
are offered for the two best
workshop
with
Jennifer Cokin
essays submitted for any undergraduate course, tutorial, ; of the National Student Camor seminar in the Department paign Against Hunger and
of Political Science during the Homelessness to learn about
academic year— a first prize Connecticut issues and to learn
of $450, and a second prize of how to plan the ninth annual
Hartford Hunger Cleanup.
$300.
Call (203) 297-3510 to register
All essays must be typefor the workshop.
written.

tation of Markets" by Duncan
Foley, Professor of Economics, Barnard College, Columbia University. 4 p.m. Faculty
Club Hamlin Hall. Sponsored
by the Shelby Cullom Davis
Endowment. Free Admission.
Information: (203) 297-2001

The George B. Cooper
Prize in British Historyawarded to the senior who has
done the best work in British
History at Trinity

Jaqueline Caples. Assistant Professor of Fine Arts
Rittenburg Lounge, Mather
Campus Center

George J. Mead Prize in
History- $200- Only freshmen
and sophomores enrolled in
History 101. Awarded to the
Student with the rhost outstanding record in History 101
as judged by the faculty in the
course.
D.G. Brinton Thompson
Prize in American History$500 Open to all classes. The
award is to a paper considered
by the department to be an
excellent one in the field of
American history.
Miles A. Turtle Prize $700- Seniors only. It will be
awarded for papers and theses written independently or
in a course or seminar.
The prize will go to the
student whosepaperis judged
to be the best in any field of
History.
Paper should be at least
15 pages in length

Hoffa(R)

W,Th,Fri,Sat

The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre (R)
Special Matinee
The lover (R)
Showing

Fit Sat

Sun.

Through Friday, April 2 —
Black and White Photographs created with handmade pinhole cameras by
Jacqueline Caples, assistant
professor of fine arts at Trinity
College. One series titled "Division," explores urban and
rural landscapes; the second is
a. Wprkin,,progress focusing
on the loss of factories, particularly Hartford's Royal
Typewriter Factory. 1 p.m. to
5 p.m. daily Widener Gallery,
Austin Arts Center Free Admission. Information: (203)
297-2199
Wednesday March 17—
Street Smarts and
Assertiveness Training for
Women," a self defense course
taught by Model Mugging of
Boston. 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Rittenburg Lounge, Mather
Hall. Free Admission. Information: (203) 297-2408

The Trinity Women's
Center and Faculty Grants Office present the "Lunch Series"
for March 18. The Site: Installation Are

March 1 thru April 2 The Majors of the Religion Department are sponsoring a Food Drive to assist the
Soup Kitchen at Shiloh Baptist
Church, Asylum Avenue, Hartford. Canned and Dry Packaged Food is needed. Bring
your food to the McCook Building. Room 201 from 8 a.m. thru
4 p.m.
Chapel Happenings- 5
p.m. Tuesday, Crypt Chapel
Evening Prayer- Wednesday 5
p.m. Friendship Chapel
evening prayer~5:30 Chapel
Carillion Class/Thursday 5
p.m. Friendship Chapel
Evening Prayer/ Friday 12
noon Crypt Chapel Roman
Catholic LentenMass/Sunday
5 p.m. 5 p.m. Roman Catholic
Mass~7 p.m. Holy EucharistSarah Rockwell, Preacher/
Monday 5 p.m. Friendship
Chapel Evening Prayer.

Tuesday March 16—
"Visionary Voices:
Women and Power," a video
and discussion led by Penny
Rosenwasser. 6:30 p.m.

The Trinity College Library Associates announce The
Jerome P. Webster, '1.0 STUDENT BOOK COLLECTOR'S
CONTEST.
Undergraduate students
at Trinity College are invited to
submit entries for this annual
contest to Dr. Stephen Peterson,
Librarian, on or before Monday
March 29,1993.
The collection mustbe accompanied by a list of the titles
in the collection and a brief paragraph (typed, double-spaced)
explaining the purpose of the
collection.

7:30

The Trinity Dance Club
will be performing on Saturday,
March 20, aty 8 p.m., inGarmany
Hall. Seating is limited, and
admission is free.
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"CityTerm" ToIntegrate Hartford International Day Of The
Into Trinity Curriculum This Fall Woman Celebrated
BYRICKZEDNIK
Senior Editor

In a move intended to put
some of the Strategic Plan's ideas
into action, up to 14 students
will have the opportunity at a
full-time internship in Hartford
for four credits next semester.
As a proposal designed to
provide an urban focal point in
the curriculum, "CityTerm is a
handsome specific embodiment
of Trinity's movement to better
use the resources of the city/'
said J. Ronald Spencer, Associate Academic Dean,
The program was proposed by Internship Coordinator Anne Utz and submitted for
approval to Spencer and Dean
of the Faculty Jan Cohn in November.
Twelve to 14 juniors and
seniors from any major would
be placed with local community
organizations or public sector
agencies full-time, four days
during the week. While at the
placement, Utz expects a
CityTerm intern to be treated as
an entry-level staff person, with
full participation in the activities of the workplace.
On the fifth day of the
week, all participating students
would-be together at Trinity for

two seminar meetings. One
would be academic and run by a
member of the faculty, while the
other would be conducted by
Utz and would focus on urban
experience issues. Utz said the
latter meeting might, on occasion, take place around lunch

expenses associated with the
program will be absorbed by
the Internship Office, but the
proposal asks the sponsoring
professor to take on more than
the usual teaching load, and
therefore requires an additional
payment to be approved by

Twelve to 14 juniors and seniors from any
major would be placed with local community
service organizations or public sector agencies
with a speaker or might be a
field trip.
The academic requirements may include keeping an
analytical journal, writing two
or three short papers, and one
research paper, Utz said.
Students would earn four
credits, one or two of which
could count toward a major or
minor, depending on the department. The pass/fail option could
be exercised for one of the credits.
Although some details
have yet to be worked out, Utz
said, "It is going to happen, provided we get student involvement."
"It is at least 99 percent
certain," Spencer said. "There is
one little financial wrinkle that
needs to be worked out." Most

Cohn. "If I were a gambling man,
I would bet next week's lunch
money that it will happen,"
Spencer said.
Internship placements
have been arranged with the
following organizations, among
others: the Downtown Council
of the Chamber of Commerce,
the city desk of The Hartford
Courant, the Hispanic Health
Council, and the Hartford Food
System. Students would work
alone, or perhaps in a team of
two or three at their placement,
according to Utz.
To be eligible, students
must not have any incompletes
outstanding. Interestedstudents
should contact the Internship
Coordinator and attend an information session Thursday,
March 18 at 4:00 in Seabury 16.

RHGC Upholds Original Decision
BY SHANNON JOYCE
News

Writer\j:

On February 4,1993, the
Racial Harassment Grievance
Committee made public to the
Trinity community the results
of the complaintitmostrecently
heard.
The report explains that
the "complainant, a Hispanic
student, filed a formal complaint alleging that he had been
harassed by a white student.
Six members of the twelvemember RHGC adjudicated,
considering written or oral testimony from eleven people."
The committee came to a decision that the actions and words
of the respondent toward the
complainant during the incident on October 16, 1992 did

qualify as racial harassment Board."
under the guidelines appearing
This Board .presently
in the Trinity Handbook. Keep- ...consists-'of Dean.Winer, Dean
ing in mind the extenuating cir- Woldu and Laurel Portnoy '93.
cumstances of the incident as The Handbook explains further
well, the committee declared that the written appeal must be
that the respondent was penal- made to the chairperson of the
ized with a formal censure for RHGC within three day s of the
one semester and with a require- notification of the decision.
ment to perform a community
According to Dean
service project.
Winer, the Appeals Board has
Both of the students in- currently addressed only the
volved in the October incident • appeal of the respondent. He
have appealed the decision on explained that after reviewing
the basis of process and penalty. the tape-recorded hearings,
On page 82 of the Handbook, the talking with the Chairperson
issue of appeals is addressed. of the RHGC and other people
"If either the complainant or the involved, it decided to uphold
respondent believe that a fair the original decision of the
hearing and/or a fair penalty RHGC.
was not received, an appeal may
The committee plans to
be made to the Racial Harass- address the appeal of the comment Committee Appeals plainant next week.

BETH PlllO

Last Monday night, Rittcnberg Lounge hosted a celebration
of femininity. Women from the greater Hartford
community shared experiences from their lives, both here
send abroad. Moreover, there were heart felt readings of
poetry by both Spanish and American women. •

Fourth Annual Hughes
Award Nominees Named
Physical Education; Leslie
Crane, Chemistry; Dario Del
Puppo, Modern Languages;
The nominees for the Michael Fitzgerald, Fine Arts;
Fourth Annual Arthur Hughes John Gillroy, Political Science;
Award for Achievement in David Re.um.an, Psychology;
Teaching have been named. The Paula Russo, Mathematics; and
committee composed of stu- Stephen Valocchi, Sociology.
dents, faculty and academic
The.award was estabdeans is now soliciting student lished by the late G. Keith
letters in support of the eligible Funston, former President and
. professors. '
Trustee Emeritus, in memory of
The Hughes Award is Arthur Hughes. Hughes served
meant to acknowledge those Trinity for thirty-six years in
younger professors who are many capacities ranging from
members "of the tenure track Professor of German and Chairfaculty typically in the fifth or man of the Department of Modsixth year of appointment," ac- ern Languages to Dean of the
cording to the Dean of Faculty's College, Deari of Faculty, and'
twice as Acting President.
press release.
The award, which carries
Its goal is to better classroom teaching and develop a$500 stipend, will be presented
"new courses and programs" for at Honors Day.Students who
would like to submit letters of
Trinity.
This year there are eleven support for any of the nominees
nominees. Jack Chatfield and must send them to Jan Cohn,
Gary Reger in History; Wendy Dean of Faculty, Williams 120
Bartlett and Maureen Pine in by 19 March 1993.
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
News Editor

A

The

Answer

SGA Debates Closed Campus Proposal
continued from page 1

tages of Trinity would be a severe posture to assume. There
would be consequences to closing the campus. The ad.hoc
committee was very clear that it
was not a fear of reprisal that
influenced their decision, but
that they attempted to anticipate the reaction of the community, and inform us of the most
prudent move!
Despite the proximity of
the community with the Trinity
campus, there is a wide gulf that
separates the two. The committee argues that if this gulf were
to increase, for any reason, the
actual safety of the Trinity campus would decrease. This is due
to the increase of resentment and
antagonism that a closed campus would create. If, however,
members of the surrounding
community are made to feel
welcome on the Trinity campus

and perhaps take some pride in matter by saying "If we are nice
it, a mutual understanding to them, maybe, they will stop
hurting us." It is precisely this
would be reached.
The entire process of the we/them philosophy which
ad hoc committee overlooked needs to eradicated.
The ad.hoc report states
one slight detail. What is the
that
this
isolation mentality
desire of the Trinity community?
This is a cross-roads for the Trin- could be dealt with by introducity community and a decision ing students of Trinity to Hartmust be made. Trinity can close ford during their first year. This
its borders and concentrate its insults the intelligence of incomenergies towards its students, ing students by assuming that
possibly, fulfilling its obligation they are unfamiliar with the enof safety, or it can maintain the . vironment they selected above
status quo. There will continue all others.
If anything has become
to be raids on the campus and
the destruction or theft of stu- clear, it is that there are no cerdent property. However, tainties. There is no obvious so-,
chances are, this will happen lution to the question of safety
in an urban environment. The
anyway.
The alternative is to em- report of the ad hoc committee
brace the community of Hart- will be submitted to higher auford and encourage the expan- thorities and a decision will be
sion of community outreachpro- made. The decision will be made
grams. One member of the in the best interest and safety of
sophomore class simplified the the students.

Come to one of our free introductory seminars, and find out how
Kaplan can help you score your best on standardized tests
GRE
GMAT
LSAT

Thursday, March 18
Wednesday, March 24
Monday, March 29

7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM

Above seminars held aj the West Hartford Kaplan Center,
967D Farmington Avenue, W. Hartford, CT 06107.
To sign up or for more information, call 1-800-KAP-TEST.

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.
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Vijay Sharma Wastes No Time:

the Poland Springs water. Mr.
Sharma said that, "it simply isn't
cost effective. Each week only
Of the many changes go- ten containers are used and out
ing on around campus, some of of all the people that eat at
the more visible changes at Trin- Mather, it isn't very economiity are those occurring atMather cal." He hopes that students
Dining Hall, the Cave and the will understand this reasoning
Bistro. With Vijay Sharma at the behind this decision.
In the Bistro, there is the
helm of Marriott Food Services,
almost each new day brings new Ben and Jerry's ice cream
more exciting improvements to freezer along with napkins and
flower arrangements on the
Trinity's dining facilities.
For- Mather, some of big- tables.
In the future, deli orders
gest improvements are; the
larger glasses, the new cereal will be taken on slips of paper
dispensers, the waffle bar, the while waiting on line to help
wok bar, self service at the speed up the service and for next
wellness bar, and napkins at fall, and the menu will have
some changes since Mr. Sharma
each table.
Mr. Sharma said the ideas feels that the current menu may
behind these changes are "to be becoming stale. The new
make dining more convenient menu will be based upon
and to make it more user- student's opinions and comfriendly." Student reactions to ments.
As for the Cave, there is a
the improvements are mixed,
Haagen-Dazs ice cream freezer
but most are in favor of them.
As Joanna Marsden '95 and a larger serving area. Mr.
said, "I think [the self service at Sharma said that they are trying
the wellness bar] is much more to bring more convenience items
efficient, and I can control the to the Cave. Microwave popcorn is already on sale with the
destiny of my food."
Future plans for Mather possibilities for other items like
are just as numerous as the cur- microwaveable entrees and lirent changes. Mr. Sharma men- ter bottles of soda. The reasons
tioned the possibility of an ad- for these convenience items are
ditional yogurt machine "to'add so thalstudents don'thave to go
more variety then the current off campus for such things. Mr.
selections offer." Along with Sharma also said that they are
the additions and improvements looking into expansion of the
some things will have to go, like serving area, though the plans
BY CHRIS MOGAN
News Writer

7
are still very preliminary. •
In the larger scheme of
things, a temporary meal plan
for spring break is in the works.
Mr. Sharma said that he and
SGA President Quanti Davis are
working on the plan. The issue
was raised at a monthly dinner
that Mr. Sharma holds with students to obtain some feedback
andbouncearoundideas. These
monthly dinners are open to all
who wish to attend and are held
on usually the first Tuesday or
Wednesday of each month in
the Rittenberg Lounge.
After spring break a focus
group will be formed to design
the fall menu. In the past Mr.
Sharma said there was " little or
no input from the students."
These focus groups will
survey students to test the opinions of those in the group itself.
This is a large project with the
overall function of trying to enhance the food's taste and appearance.
For those of you that
would like to use your transfer
plan on the weekend, in the fall
fourteen and nineteen transfer
plans will be usable ontheweekends during the posted working hours. The Bistro will also
expand it's transfer hours to the
same times as the Cave. Unfortunately, the Bistro will remain
closed on Sundays.
On the whole, the improvements and changes that

ood

The waffle machines in Mather are just one of the new
innovations that new Marriott Food Director Vijay
Sharma has instituted.

have occurred since Mr. Sharma
took the helm of the Marriott
Food Service have been extensive and well received from the
students point of view. In regards to the blue cups, Caitlen
Cohane '96 said, "They're really
neat, but everyone is going to
steal them." Mr. Sharma asks
that people stop taking them.

He said that if the cost of replacing them becomes too great then
the little glasses will be used
again.
If anyone has any ideas or
opinions that they would like to
share with him, he welcomes
them all. His extension is 2314
and is interested in what you
have to say.

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
the perfect Macintosh system to fit your budget.

Two inexpensive (flirtations
to will helpyou survive even the
most fueling semester

neaffordabk. new AppleMiter

II andApple Macintosh Color Classic.

Introducing the most affordable color Macintosh' sys- while stiU fitting within your budget See this new svstem
tern ever. The new Macintosh Color Classic computer gives today at your Apple Campus Reseller W h e S X
you a sharpbriglit Sony'Trinitron display built-in audio, file cial student pricing, as well as service d u r i i 7 g £ e And

t w g 't ne n

t 8 ^.morehAlldthe ,new<e o T C t Apple" discover the Poweiof Macintosh The now m o 7 !dfc

StyleWriter II printer delivers stunning, laser-quality output college students choose. The power to b ™ best

•

For further information visit Nancy Sowa
in the Mathematics, Computing and Engineering Center • Room 161or call 297-2571
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N.Y. Times Article Reveals:

Security Compares Well Nationally
BY LIZ FLATT
News Writer

Sunday March 4,1993, the
New York Times Magazine fea-

tured an article titled "The Campus Crime Wave."
The Times Magazine de-

scribed the growing dangers on
other college campuses, and was
read by many members of the
Trinity community, including
Dean Winer and Brian Kelly,
Director of Campus Safety.
Their reactions were fairly similar.
Dean Winer feels that
Trinity is doing an excellent job
on keeping the campus and its

students safe. Thatdoesn'tmean
that Trinity isn't looking for
improvements, for example,
more lighting and an upgraded
shuttle system.
Dean Winer stated that
when incidents occur, such as
the two most recent assaults,
people don't care about the overall statistics, and if they looked
at these statistics, they would
see that .Trinity is very close to
other college's statistics.
Brian Kelly appreciated •
the Times article as a much
needed "reality check," and feels
that it said what we, at Trinity,
have been saying. Mr. Kelly
feels that-there are improve-

ments to be made on campus,
and he is always looking for
them. He wants the students to
be safe, and to feel safe.
There is the hidden benefit of awareness in fear, but Mr.
Kelly doesn't want students to
feel frightened and worried for
their four years at Trinity.
Dean Winer and Mr. Kelly
agreed that to be protected it
takes everyone to be alert as well
ascautious. It is not beneficial to
focus on either on-campus
crime, or off-campus crime, but
both.One has to focus on being
smart. The key question is "How
can we lead our lives in the most
safe fashion?"

New Shuttle Seen As Improvement
continued from page 1

up with this pace," said Mr.
Kelly. Other problems, such as
breakdowns, have caused the
current shuttle system to collapse altogether on several occasions. The new system, according to Mr. Kelly, should be
faster and more efficient. Mr.
Kelly said, "I'm a bit worried
about parts of Crescent StreeJ.
An eighth stop might add about
six minutes to the run."
Another concern is safety,
which according to the Campus
Safety office should be improved
bythenewshuttle. "Thisshould
be a much safer system, but I
worry that students won't use
it," said Mr. Kelly.
There is a possibility of a
walking escort to run in conjunction with the shuttle service.
"Student escorts would leave the
bus with the students and walk
them to their door/' commented
Mr. Kelly.

Pikor: New
Assistant

Tom Zils '96, a student
driver since last semester, disagrees that the new system will
beanimprovement. "I think the
new program will be less efficient," said Mr. Zils, "and I don't
think it will be as safe. It's a
waste of money."
The new system will cost
thejobs of over twenty students,
which has many students and
drivers upset by the proposal
for the new shuttle. "People
aren'tassured that they can keep
a job when they get out of college. Now they're getting laid
off when they're in college. Students shouldn't have to worry
about losing their jobs. The College sounds like it's saying:
Tough, we're part of the real
world," said Mr. Zils.
One suggestion for further employment of the drivers
is to use them as the walking
escorts that will accompany the
buses.
Already, petitions have
been signed in Mather Hall for

the continuation of the old
shuttle. Many students are unaware of the change, however,
and may be surprised by the
new shuttle. One worry about
the new shuttle is that there will
be no bond between the drivers
and the students. "It'll be real
cold." commented Mr. Zils.
The company which Trinity hired for the shuttle service
is Double A Transportation in
Rocky Hill. "There will be a few
bugs to work out at first, but I
think the new system should
work pretty well." said Mr.
Kelly.
The shuttle will hold its
main base at Mather Hall. The
six other stops are at the Jarvis
ParkingLot,NewDorm,Broad/ •
VernonParkingLot, Austin Arts
Center's Main Entrance, Life
Science Center/Little Walkway,
and the MCEC Loading Dock.
The shuttle should take
three minutes to get from one
destination to the next, and will
return to Mather Hall.

Higliest Scores
Smallest Classes

continued from page. I

ing many other tasks where
the Office of the President is
required.
Although balancing
Gerety's busy schedule and
representing the President's
Office sound like strenuous
responsibilities, Susan Pikor
has an excellent disposition.
She really makes peoplc
feel at ease and would definitely do anything she coujd
to help someone in any situation. The Trinity Community
is very lucky to have found
someone so energetic and
dedicated to fill the position
of Special Assistant to the
President.
Susan really enjoys
working with president
Gerety and considers it "an
honor to stand next to someone so gifted, bright, and facile. It is a pleasure to watch
someone so quick with a
broad vision for the school.
His Strategic Plan will put
Trinity into good shape for
the next century,".
With an'attitude like
that, President Gerety and
Susan Pikor are a winning
combination for a- successful
administrative team. Susan
Pikor has been dedicated to
education foryears andshe is
a very important asset to the
Trinity Community.

Satiste

LSAT
GMAT
GRE
MCAT

The stories which you are about to read are taken directly from
the files of Trinity College's Department of Campus Safety. The
names of those involved have been eliminated in order to protect the
innocent and the guilty. Please note that all suspects are innocent
until proven guilty in a court of law. Thisfeature of the News section
is designed to better inform the College community of the day to day
work of Camp us Safety officers.

Money May I?
A person proclaiming to be a student from Amherst has
been approaching individuals on the Trinity campus with a sad
story. The man claims that his car broke down/ got towed, and
doesn't have the money to get it fixed/back. This has happened
at least three times, twice the person has approached students
asking for money, and the other time a professor.
One of the people approached asked the person for their
name and phone number. According to Campus Safety, it was
a false identity. DCS-BK said that "We are certain he is not who
he is claiming to be." He added that should you see this person,
you are urged to call Campus Safety immediately.

Sappy Story
Yes, the Security Blotter usually talks about exciting things
like cars getting busted into, but just like Hard Copy, & A Current
Affair, the blotter has to run those "shiny-happy" stories. An
IDP (that's Individualized Degree Program, not Incredibly
Diligent Postman) student found "a very valuable piece of
jewelry" in the athletic center, and turned it into Campus Safety.
Soon afterward, a person contacted Campus Safety in the rare
hopes that the jewelry had been turned into the lost & found. So
now, the campus rests easier, knowing that bracelet and its
owner have been reunited. "A Happy Little Story."

Crescent Crusader
Ok, just one more. Another "nice" story: A resident on
Crescent Street found a wallet belonging to a Trinity student
and returned it to Campus Safety. The wallet was returned to
its owner with all of its contents intact. DCS-BKnoted that, "We
do have friends in the neighborhood."

U.Conn U Annoyance
AnumberofTrinitystudentshavereportedgetringphone
calls from a student claiming to be from U.Conn saying he is
looking for a female acquaintance of his. Although person has
yet to sayanything of the sexual nature to the recipients of the
calls, DCS-BK said that he is "starting to annoy people."

Accura Attack!
On Friday night Campus Safety received a report of a hit
& run on two cars in the North Campus parking lot. A dark blue
Lexus was reported seen leaving the area, and may have been
the car involved. Campus Safety gave the car's license plate
number to the Hartford Police, and they are following up on the
case. OneofthecarshitwasapparentlyaBMW. Maybetbiswas
some sort of Japanese, attack on German strongholds in the
United States, but then again, it might have been dumb luck.

50(5 Drink Debacle
The Security Blotter received a report of a brawl at The
View (which is formally listed in the phone book as the "College
View Inn," but that's not important). DCS-BK could neither
confirm nor deny reports of such an incident. Students were
able to confirm that a fight occurred on Thursday night sometime after 11:30 and that the Hartford Police were called. Another unconfirmed report stated that the police checked IDs of
students leaving The View. One student who was there said the
following. "I came out at about between 12 and 1 am. When I
walked out the front door, there were about 5 cop cars and an
ambulance outside. I saw cops walking around with flashlights... walking up to people. I kinda took off."

Vending Vigilantes
On Friday night sometime a rebellious rascal violated a
vending machine. The innocent item was inverted and robbed
of its junk-food joys.

Alarm Annoyance
There were two fire alarms on Saturday night. One was
in New Dorm al 2:55 am, and the other was in Frohman/Robb
at 4:21 am.

^lease join theOffice of Residential Life insaluting
the following students who have given so much of
themselves this year
KobynAdcock
Scott Andino
Sunny Asghar
KSsimBlanchard
RacMBrumberg
Cassie Burns
KristmCkin
RonQno'
Marion Coffby
SeanCostelo
Steve Curley
Quanta Davis
Jennifer Drotngoole
Brian Dulbur
CMMbr
CorissaGatlo
F&tGatrahy
Jason Greenfield
lisa Haitian
Terence Healey
Mike Henry
Dawn Bines

Vivian Hol
Jeanie Hunter
Laura Ingrassia
Larry Jacob
Amanda Johnson
Shannon Jo^sse
A«J. Kanira
JaidbKatzman
Tanya KJicrttri
UbaKodk
VkkyKotima
Grace Kurdian
IWeLack
HetalLakhani
Garrison LaMothe
TerriLee
DanitLevy

EthanMason
TomMcDavkt
MoMdBlaney
Sue Miller
GoeMlyazaki
Sarah MoMenhatier
Chris Morea
MoBy Muggjdbee
DanaNachman
Due Nguyen
HmNoonan
Josh Oliver
CuongPho
Andrea Pkott
MattBetratea

Brett lindemutli

BruwiFitts
Sandy Polkloro

Safoine Marangpslan
Nathan Marinoff
Mario Martin

Marlon Quintanuk'
SoniaRai
Michael Robertson

KathyRobkison
Jennifer Saunders
AhinSavara
Lara Schadffer
Clare SchneMer
Rachel Schrier
Leana Schusheini
Saimi itlia Seinto

Maxine Skaggs
Laurie Small
Michelle Stone
J A Strong
Sarah Stuckey
JaredVonArx
Natalie Walders
Johanna Ward
Deh Watts
Michael Wheeler
lisa Whitney'
Joy Wright

Kkrsten Ifammmmt

March 15-19 is RAAppmdation Week

WORLD & NATION
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Should We Have Political Parties?
BY A.C. PALE
World & Nation Writer

Close the curtain behind yourself
with the lever. Turn around and face a
board of small switches. Press your
choice, pull the lever and your vote is
registered. After the uneventful act of
voting you may hope your candidate
wins and you may wonder if you voted
for the politician least likely to mess things
up for this country or for your state.
I have become sick to the point of
nausea over the political party structure
in this country. If you are a Democrat
you're supposed to vote for a Democrat
no matter what. If you are Republican
vice versa holds true. Aren't you diehard Democrats and Republicans ticked
off that voting takes a little more time in
the booth, you can't pull that convenient
party lever anymore, oh well. The question that arises is why do people belong
to political parties? The only reason I can
see is that a person can then vote in the
primary elections for the party to which
they belong. Frankly, all the extra junk
mail that comes to your address around

election times doesn't make being a party
member attractive to me.
So, why do people b elong to political parties? The standard answer seems
to be- that the party members share the

Way back when George Washington (the first president and only one not
to belong to a political party) stated in his
farewell address that the country should
beware of a political party system. He

If you like a candidate then all the power and luck to you,
but if you support a candidate because of "party obligations" then shame be all yours.
same thoughts and beliefs on issues that
concern the running of local, state and
the federal government. But there always seems to be a broad range of tolerance within a party when sensitive issues are discussed. Instead of having
everyone work together for the common
good of everyone Congress seems to
bicker amongst themselves when trying
to accomplish something. Then there is
the ever-present veto power of the president. Why does a lot of this happen?
Because some members of Congress and
a president are from different parties and
they have "different stances on certain
issues."

urged the politicians and voters not to
create parties and classify an entire group
of people based on a few common beliefs. Even back then a brilliant man
could see the oncoming, long term dangers of a political party system. Washington knew that separation within the
government was imminent if parries were
formed and sides were taken.
And today? Look what's going on;
bashing of candidates, lies, people standing by a candidate just because of their
categorical heading as a Democrat or
Republican or whatever. If you like a
candidate then all the power and luck to
you, but if you support a candidate be-

cause of "party obligations" then shame
be all yours.
For the good of the country and for
the good of a smoother running government political parties should have never
existed. I guess it's too late to do anything about it, or maybe people can stop
dressing their two year old up in the flag
and bringing him to the parties' national
conventions. After all, yourpoliticalparty
affiliation is a learned notion, either in
agreement or against your parents, it is
learned.
I am an unregistered voter; "oh my
God an Independent." I can't vote in the
primaries and I don't watch the national
conventions. I do read the papers, listen
to some talk radio and vote at election
time. I would hate ever having to be
classified and almost restricted by a political party. Granted, a political party
member may vote anyway they want,
but the ones who vote for their party for
the sake of doing so are wrong and do
this country an injustice. Vote for who is
the best man. Or maybe the first step that
should be taken in this country is: To
Vote.

In Defense Of President Clinton's Proposed Tax Increase
transportationprojects to military spending for factories in their districts. Similarly, senators do the same thing when it
As we all know by now, President comes to jobs in their states. In ConnectiClinton proposes, to raise taxes to un- cut, for example, Chris Dodd campaigned
precedented levels in order to combat solely on the fact that he stopped the
the deficit. In his State of the Union ad- cutlingof theSeawolf Submarine (manudress, he called for Americans to make a factured at New London) from the desacrifice for the future.
fense budget.
Thus far, he enjoys the support of
Of course, it is the job of these men
the majority of the American people. He to protect the interests and jobs of their
also has shownskill in keeping the Demo- respective states, regardless of how
cratic party in line with his plan and at wasteful the spending might be. Is it fair,
keeping the Republican party on the de- for example, that the people of California
fensive. These are skillsvthat have not* have to pay. for tobacco subsidies, fqr
been seen in a Democrat since Lyndon North Carolina tobacco farmers? Jesse
Johnson.
Helms, North Carolina's powerhouse in
In spite of all of these positive the Senate thinks so. Similarly, many
moves toward slashing the deficit, Clin- Democrats are guilty of coming to Washton ignores one of the most fundamental ington with equally selfish interests
issues of deficit reduction. Namely, how which brings me to the core of my ramthis country got into its present fix. Often bling discourse on the problems of
times, congressmen of bothparties come America circa 1993.
If this deficit is to be permanently
to Washington with the sole intention of
getting whatever they can in federal fund- reduced, the country needs to severely
reduce spending. Clinton has gone far in
ing for projects in their districts.
These projects stem from public cutting wasteful aspects of sacred DemoBYDANANIXT
World & Nation Writer
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cratic cows such as Social Security, but
not far enough in cutting truly pork barrel programs like rural electrification.
Similarly, Republicans need to look more
seriously at cutting defense. With the.
collapse of the Soviet Union and its
nuclear threat, does this country really
need to continue spending billions on
SDI research?
This is a time in which both parties
have to set aside partisan bickering and
truly work towards reducing the deficit.
This country finally has a president who
is serious about reducing the deficit and
themortgaging of ourfuture. Itis notfair

TanetReno...

to ask one party or another to make all of
the painful sacrifices. It falls on both to
share in the responsibility for ending the
wasteful government spending which
bothparties have traditionally advocated.
It is my sincere hope that Clinton
can succeed in his efforts, but his success
is by no means assured. If Congressmen
continue to come to Washington with
the attitude of what canl loot for my state
or district, the positive effects of raising
taxes will be completely negated. However, if Clinton can make use of the bully
pulpit of the White House to set a new
tone about government spending; we
will be better off for it.

Our New Attorney General
BY JAY WISE
Metro-Hartford Editor

We live in an age of distinct pessimism regarding American institutions,
an attitude either depressing or healthy,
depending on how you look at it.
In particular, the United States judicial system is often held in low esteem,
right up (or down) there with Congress.
Often perceived as being either too inconsistent, too rigid, too lenient, too
harsh, racist, sexist, a bureaucratic nightmare, or all of the above, it muddles on.
Even the Supreme Court, that
grand old untouchable body, is increasingly exposed to political pressure, and

many Republican paragons have responded poorly.
It seems strange, at first, to think
that one might be reassured by a person
who's priority might be to turn a rapistloose on a technicality, rather than to
fight, tooth and nail, for every conviction. After all, isn't that what's wrong
with the courts?
I think not. In all our discussion of
the issue, the whole point of our criminal
justice system is lost. The Founding Fathers, so leery of the unwonted extension
of power, made it quite clear that the
favor of the court rested with the defendant: innocent until proven guilty.
Our system is a triumph of process

The courts aren't in trouble, but they're getting there.
Which is why the appointment of Janet Reno to be the
new Attorney General is such a striking, reassuring
choice (besides the facts that she prosecutes illegal aliens,.
rather than hiring them).
concordantly, the harsher glare of the
television lights, as the Clarence Thomas-Anita Hill hearings so aptlyshowed.
And the Rodney King verdict convinced
a great many that the courts were simply
a means to extend institutionalized racism:
The courts aren't in trouble, but
they're getting there. Which is why the
appointment of Janet Reno to be the new
Attorney General is such a striking, reassuring choice (besides the facts that she
prosecutes illegal aliens, rather than hiring them). Reno has stated thather priority is to guarantee the rights of the defendant, not the convictions of the accused,
a perfectly reasonable stance to which

over result, a series of interlocking, crisscrossing checks to insure that no one
falsely accused might be incarcerated.
That's why it's so important to emphasize the technicalities that, say, turn the
justly accused loose: it's those technicalities that keep us from ever being exploited by the state.
That's why its so refreshing to see
Janet Reno take office. Her consideration
will be for the defendant, rather than the
conviction. Rather than emphasize result, she will be more likely to consider
process. It won't save the judiciary, but
by paying more attention to the original
reason behind its founding, we can
strengthen it a great deal.
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Cults: Why The Fascination?
BY RACHEL D. GOLD
World & Nation Writer

ing questions. "Who am I?" " Where did
I come from?" "Where am I going?" and
the ever-popular "Why am I here?" to
name a few.
These are things everyone would
like to know, but while people who join
cults believe they have found the answers in the trademark charisma tic lead er
of whatever cult they choose, those who
choose to remain in the mainstream
snicker in disbelief that these people believe to have found what, in actuality
we're all looking for: peace of mind. So,
in reality, they are equally fascinated.
These, of course, are sweeping generalizations, and of little enlightening
value to any of you. But the truth is,
many people are truly concerned about
the cult issue. Religious leaders preach
the evils of cult worship and adamantly
dentanylegitimacytheymay hold. Nonetheless, regardless of the amount of time
and energy they funnel into this dis- .
missal which in itself would indicate
some form of recognition, in researching
this topic I found that most of the articles
which examine cults in depth came from
publications such as Christianity Today

When you hear the world "cult,"
what comes to mind? For many, an era
forgotten by the marriage of Marsha
Brady and £hebieak-up of the BeeGees,
However, statistics show that "cults,"
and I use the term loosely/are actually
quite alive and well throughout the world
and even in our own backyard. On Sunday, February 28, the bloodiest day in
United States federal law enforcement
history brought back into focus this longforgotten and seemingly dead issue.
At 8:30 that morning, the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, descended upon a Waco, Texas complex
pursuant to a long-term undercover investigation they had been conducting
concerning an alleged arsenal which a
religious group there had been reportedly accumulating. As the officers soon
found, however, firearms was not all
these Branch Davidians were accumulating.
Intelligence, too, was on their list
of strategic resources, for the group was
well-prepared for the attack. They wel- and U.S. Catholic.
Furthermore, I find it interesting
comed their uninvited guests with a literal showering of gunfire, and left four to note that Christianity itself began as a
agents dead while fifteen others lay cult, as did Mormonism. And from a
wounded. After the remaining Feds had purely terminological standpoint, cults
retreated, David Koresh, who is said to are spinoffs of sects, which are in turn
be the messiah to all those who follow denominations of established religions. I
him, locked himself in the compound, suppose it's all relative.
along with 100 of his devotees.
Now: the moment you've all been
Of course, this on-going saga pro- waiting for: why do 1 hesitate to use the
duced many a headline, and at this point word "cult"? Sorry...it's gonna' be antiis all old news to most of you, but what is climactic, hardly what you hoped for,
it that would drive such a group of I'm sure, but I've been warned by the
people? Some may say that what moves Journal of Church and State that use of this
them is the same as whatever moves any term "can be grounds for libel. That's

...we have in fact given them more viability and prospects
for the future thanit seems a woman's right to choose has
at the moment.
criminal group, and others may simply
dismiss these people as just plain crazy.
But I don't believe that it's as cut and dry
as that. Cults become an all-encompassing existence for those who join them,
and while those who are no t involved, i.e
the public at large, ridicule and write
them off, practical evidence implies otherwise.
Articles are written every month
in journals on everything from psychology to religion to constitutional issues
which discuss the implications "cults"
hold in their circles. And, while it takes a
disaster like that in Waco last week to
genera te one, more widely read newspapers and magazines such as USA Today
and Newsweek run pieces on them as
well.

So, what's the fascination? Well,
much of what is heard about "cults" (and
again, I use that term loosely., .stay tuned
for why) read like the screenplay for a
Texas Chain Massacresque film/They'll
take you fromyourhomes, use and abuse
you, force you to worship the devil, rape
you and discard you. Fascinating to some,
I'm sure, but hardly an.endorsement the
cults themselves would pay a New York
City firm half a million to produce.
It seems that a cult's appeal is the
same to both the member and to the
larger majority of people who denounce .
them. Cults offer an answer to all of life's
most puzzling and consequently disrurb-

right! There is specific exemption to the
First Amendment for use of the term
"cult" as slanderous. Once again, in our
society's dramatic crusade to denounce
cults, we have in fact given them more
viab ility and prospects for the future than
it seems a woman's right to choose has at
the moment.
Some people believe that the media attention given to terrorist activities
perpetuates them because it offers them
the publicity for their cause they are looking for at no extra cost. Well, it would
seem that here we have a parallel! The
church, the courts, and now...those who
live to discredit the cults are serving an
equally diametrically opposed purpose.
There are more than 500 cultwatching groups throughout our nation,
dedicated to defaming their names and
protecting us, their faithful constituents
from their ill-intentioned fate. Well, I
recently read a statistic which claims there
to be between 500 and 2000 cults in the
United Slates, which would give, based
upon the latter figure, each cult a
babysitter of their very own.
We're now on paragraph fourteen
of this charming little dissertation of mine,
and you're probably wondering where
the hell I'm going with all this. Well,
guys, this is it. Absolutely nowhere. Once
again, society has thrust to the forefront
of our receptive little minds yet another
evil which we must shun at all costs, and

WHEN YOU RIDE DRUNK, ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD C M HAVE
AN ENTBRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment, balance, and coordination When these faculties
are impaired, riding becomes more than difficult. It becomes dangerous. Don't drink
and ride. Or your last drink might be your last drink. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION

BY WILLIAM BRECKENFELD
Last year I wrote an article for The Tripod adamantly opposing any gun
control legislation. There were several angry letters written to the editor in
response the following week. My first article focused upon a particular case in
Maine where a woman was shot by a hunter while she was putting laundry up to
dry in her back yard. The hunter was acquitted on the charge of manslaughter on
the reasoning that there is a reasonable expectation for residents near hunting
grounds to wear orange clothing to identify themselves as human. I reaffirm his
innocence here, but condemn his stupidity. I must admit that there is a distinct
ack of hunting education in most states which leaves the woods full of gun-happy
idiots who shoot at anything that moves. This is not entirely the fault of the
hunters, but rather the states. To give you an idea of just how ludicrous some state
hunting laws are: In the state of Connecticut only ten acres are required for private
hunting to take place. Connecticut allows hunting with high-powered rifles,

According to the National Rifle Association, young
educated women make up the fastest growing segment
of the gun-owning population. This has been brought
on by a fear of rape or threat of violence combined with
the belief that the police can't protect them..
which have a range that greatly exceeds the minimum ten acres. Connecticut
should lake some pointers from New Jersey's hunting laws which require many
more acres and restrict hunting to shotguns, which have a minimal deadly range.
I also stated that I was firmly against any gun control legislation. Since last year
my position on gun control has altered slightly.
Last year Congress blocked passage of the Omnibus Crime Control Act of
1991 which contained, among others, the Brady Bill. The Brady Bill was sponsored by the former Press Secretary James Brady who was shot by John Hinckley
in 1981 in an assassination attempt on Reagan. The bill would have required a
seven day waiting period between application to purchase a handgun and the
actual purchase. During this waiting period the records of the applicant would
be checked. Conservatives argue that this would violate the Second Amendment
right to bear arms. Among other opponents to this bill were the NRA and our
former President George Bush. I must state, however, that Bush was opposed to
this bill mainly due to the tighter restrictions it would have placed on coerced
confession arid the federal habeas corpus.
In my opinion there are merits to a mandatory waiting period before the
purchase of a handgun. The most obvious is that it would restrict convicted
felons, especially those convicted of violent crimes, from legal access to handguns. This would also aid the states in enforcing the necessity of a permit to carry
a concealed weapon. Unfortunately, this waiting period would not solve every
problem to be sure. Any hardened criminal, or gang member for that matter, can
purchase a weapon on the street with the right connections. Accidental deaths in
the home resulting from gunshot wounds would not be prevented either. Most
of those gun owners are law abiding citizens exercising their Second Amendment
tights. Prevention of those types of deaths can only be achieved by education on
the correct usage and especially storage of handguns in the home.
This legislation would, however, block one access to guns for underage
kids. According to the Atlanta-based Centers for Disease Control, one out of
every five American students carries a weapon of some kind and about one in
twenty carries a gun. Since 1970, the number of young Americans killed annually
by guns has more than doubled to more than 2,000. Although many of these
young deaths can be attributed to the street gang wars, some are occurring in our
schools. The National Crime Survey states that nearly three million crimes occur
on or near U.S. schools every year. The problem has become so bad in New York
City that last year Mayor David Dinkins sanctioned a $32 million plan to increase
the number of police in high, school corridors, as well as increase the number of
metal detectors at school doors. There are no national statistics tracking the
number of shootings in schools, but every day, it seems, we hear about a fourth
or fifth grader who was found with a handgun or even shot a classmate for
something as trivial as cutting him or her in line.
Here is another alarming fact: According to the National Rifle Association,
young educated women make up the fastest growing segment of the gun-owning
population. This has been brought on by a fear of rape or threat of violence
combined with the belief that the police can't protect them. Of course, gun control
advocates are accusing the gun industry and the NRA of preying upon women's
fears. The "free" gun supporters are claiming that the women are simply
empowering themselves.
It seems clear to me that any attempt to restrict the sale of handguns in the
near future will be futile. The National Rifle Association is simply too powerful
to circumvent in Congress. The only idea I have heard of that could possibly have
a profound impact on legal sales of handguns is an annual excise tax. In the July
27,1992 issue of U.S. News and World Report there was an article supporting this
tax. The Centers for Disease Control calculated that the cost of gun injuries and
fatalities m 1992 exceeded $20 billion. The author suggests the levying of a $100
annual registration fee on the United States' 66 million or so legally registered
handguns. This would conceivably raise $6 billion. I believe firmly in economic
incentives to promote social reforms, and this tax is the only effective means to
reduce thenumberof handguns that I have seen. Considering our current budget
deficit and the proposed Health Care reforms, our country is in dire need of funds.
Not only would this tax generate badly needed funds, but I believe it would
also drastically reduce the number of gun owners. I plan to purchase a handgun
as soon as I graduate and establish a more permanent residence in another state.
However, if this regis tration fee were in effect I would definitely reconsider. I am
fully in support .of the waiting period proposed by the Brady Bill, but I fear its
effects will be marginal at best.
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Our
W/zm?Do Our Fears Come From? Female Libido:

BY EMMA IRVINE-ROBERTSON
Dialogue Writer

BY AMY TATKO
Dialogue Co-Editor

"Ah, how I love you, it paralyses me- it makes me happy with emotion...I
tremble at the thought of you - all my whole being leans out to you..! dare not think
of your arms." With ±hese words Rose Elizabeth Cleveland wrote to her friend
Evangeline Whipple in 1890. Although it had never occurred to them to consider
otherwise, both would see themselves as heterosexual women, later to embark on
marriage, sharing an ordinary Victorian woman's friendship. In the 1800s, during an
era we today think of as being sexually repressive, intimacy, romance, and even
sharing a pillow were not considered questionable or out of place within a supposedly platonic context. Yet would Rose and Evangeline today feel some sort of
'pressure' to enter into the "labeling game" that sexuality has somehow become?
Classifications today seem strict: Rose and Evangeline and their Victorian
counterparts may well have their comfort shattered by frightened homophobks, on
the one hand, and extreme gay groups, who believe them to be denying the nature
of their love, on the other. In the first few decades of this century, a mainstream
"normal," increasingly studying its pwn sexuality, defined the perceived "abnormal," the "abnormal" took these labels, reclaimed them and went on to work
towards self-empowerment. Yet can mutual respect ever be achieved using the
notion of 'different' that first originated in the minds of the frightened labelers?
A common homophobic assumption is that if someone is gay, this affects every
aspect of their life. It is perceived that their self-identity is 100% their sexuality, and
that they have a different humanity, love and friendship. To a homophobic, even
scarier than a gay person is a gay person who voices his or her membership of the
"mainstream," emphasizes similarity and sees no reason to be marginalized. It is a
double-edged sword: self-definition gives groups identity and empowerment: yet
the more a group strengthens itself, the more the non-members feel detached and the
notion of "not like us" is legitimized.
Where does the fear come from? Perhaps what is intimidating is someone
being open about their sexuality, regardless of its nature. To consider the effect
sexuality may have on our "civilized" lives seems alien in western culture. Those
who embrace it as part of their own self-definition seem alien and unnerving,
whether gay or straight. Perhaps those in the Victorian era, such as Rose and
Evangeline, loving, without a post-Freudian awareness of sexuality hanging over
them, experience a kind of "simplicity" our society would not allow. Although
perhaps a recent construction; once an awareness of sexuality exists, it is unignorable.
Without the safety of ignorance, we are forced to analysis and engage it in order to
understand our true motivations and identity.

Nobody Knocks The French Club
BY VICTORIA L. LUDWIN
Dialogue Writer

'

The female libido is a natural, driving force. Women's sexual desires can be
pervasive and prominent in their thoughts-' emotions, and conversations with
confidants. Unfortunately, there seem to be only two common manifestations of this
mad passion: the emotional and psychological method of developing an enormous
"crush" and the physical method of acquiring the commodity of sex from an
agreeable supplier. While both forms are somehow sexual and indeed satisfy certain
human urges and tendencies, I believe that women are still too socialized, intimidated, and insecure in our society to feel confident pursuing the physical relationships which they truly desire.
Sadly, there arise choices between all and nothing. Firstly, if a woman invites
a man back to her room, she feels intimidated and vulnerable that the kiss she really
wants may lead to sex that she doesn't want. Other women may feel awkward or
even ashamed, as it crosses their minds that such forward invitations earn them the
title of slut. Secondly, in the case of a crush, women may sense the social pressure and
traditional stereotypes which tell them that they must wait and hope rather than take
a risk and act. Yet it is extremely important - and necessarily just - to acknowledge
that none of these phenomena are unique to women: men too fear the expectations
from women to engage in physical acts for which they are not mentally prepared, and
they too develop passion-filled crushes which leave them too emotionally vulnerable
to act on their impulses, However, in respect to the actual pursuit of a mutually
fulfilling physical relationship, women are less likely to manifest their desires in a
confident, comfortable manner. Rather, they will get sex the sleazy way or twiddle
their thumbs and hope that the phone rings.
. Empower yourselves, women! Yes, we are sexually potent creatures, desiring
passion and affection within our self-defined boundaries. We long to feel in-control,
comfortable, and satisfied physically and emotionally with no restraints and no
regrets. Our options need not dichotomize between all and nothing; we must
empower and encourage ourselves to explore the gray areas. Send him flowers, write
him a note, ask him out. We must prove to ourselves and our men that we want
neither to pursue cheap sexual encounters nor wait idly for them to gain the courage
and inertia to act. Both of those pathetic methods leave us feeling frustrated and
empty and quickly lead to us back to our original starting point. When we learn to
combine our desires with our actions in a responsible and honest manner we will
enable ourselves actively and comfortably to achieve physical and emotional satisfaction.

The Confused Human Intellect
BY SADIA MOHAMMAD
Dialogue Writer

It was not an odd sight to see two men of two women walking down the street
hand in hand in Pakistan. Who knew whether they were just friends (which they
••• Once upon a time there was a group of students who were, interested in;... most probably were) or lovers...who really cared? It was not taboo for people to
French, let's say. So these people got together and met every once in a while to talk display "unusual" physical affection between common sexes, especially iri the
. in French and talk about France and just to hang out. Big deal, right? Nobody cared poorer, uneducated classes, because the concept of homosexuality, as opposed to
who was in the French club or what they really did; there wasn't a "typical" member heterosexuali ty, did notexistand thus was nothing remarkableif you were one or the
and you couldn't really tell a club member from anybody else. If people wanted to other or both; it was all the same and no one ever interfered because they did not think
speak French they could go there and be welcomed; certainly nothing to be ashamed it was theirbusiness or thatitmatteredmuch.Ifind this ability to take people for what
they are and think aside from their sexuality absent in American society. When you
of.
So—what does this have to do with anything? Well, let's just insert the name meet someone, you do not think you are going to be dealing with them sexually,
"Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Alliance" or something. Could we say the same things? We therefore their sexual preference is never discussed. The interest in sexuality seems
to be the culmination of civilization, the facade and externality we call cultivation and
sophistication. I don't think homosexuality was so commented upon in earlier
Wasn't human nature the same then? Weren't we still looking for spouses?
Sexuality is an issue because there are people who pass periods.
What went wrong or right? What changed? I think that sex in general has begun to
judgement because of it. If gays weren't discriminated be discussed more, and begun to be analyzed more as the intellect looks for new
borders to cross and discuss and exploit. Humanity seems to be moving further and
against, if they were treated like any other person, we further from us and the contemplation of the soul is being confused with sexuality.

wouldn't have to create an "awareness" about it...There
ARE gays at Trinity.
should be able to say that they would be a group of people getting together to discuss
common interests and that it would be just like any other club on campus, but it
wouldn't probably work as well. Could we say, "Sorry I can't make the movies
tonight, I'm going to a GLBA meeting"? What sort of assumptions would be made
of people attending a GLBA meeting? That all the men are pretty boys who swing
their hips and giggle too much? That the women are ugly and hate men? Come on,
that's ridiculous! People shouldn't be embarrassed or shy of being a part of the group
in the same way that no one cares about who is in the French club. No one goes
around whispering, "You know that guy? He speaks French! God, what a weirdo."
Sexuality is an issue because there are people who pass judgment on others
because of it. If gays weren't discriminated against, if they were treated like any other
person, we wouldn't need to create "awareness" about it.
The world is a heterosexual place. People just assume that everyone around
them is heterosexual, an assumption that is clearly not true. At Trinity, "everyone"
is straight—?? Recent stats are saying that one out of every ten people have
homosexual tendencies. That works to be aboutl80 to 200 gay people at Trinity.
That's like filling Jarvis with gay people.
.
There ARE gay people at Trinity, just as there are gay people everywhere else
in the world. We need to raise awareness because gays are not openly acknowledged
and accepted. No, there is now way we can convert the gaybashers, but for the people
who don't have a clear idea, the people who have open but uninformed minds,
maybe we can help them have a clearer picture of the situation. Even if they aren't
gay, chances ar'elhey know someone who is. Someone they care about. Think about
how many people you know, how many relatives you have, how many people you
are going to encounter in the rest of your life.
One tenth of them are gay. Just because you aren't gay doesn't mean you'll
never have to deal with the issue Ever. You will. So start opening your mind to it now
and when you are face to face with your son 25 years down the road and he's telling
you he's attracted to men, you can accept him and love him all the same.

Society's Lesson To History
BY PAUL WASSERMAN
Dialogue Writer

..

;

,

Why do we define people by their sexuality? Ideally no one would really care
what one's sexual preference was, or if they did, they wouldn't judge the person by
it. However, as humans, we are incapable of reaching ideals. One hundred years ago
there was no such thing as a "homosexual" or "heterosexual" or "bisexual." There
were acts that could be defined as such, but no person was labeled by these terms. The
idea of a person being a "heterosexual" is a fairly recent phenomenon, but why? Our
present society, especially on college campuses, has emphasized the importance and
relevance of diversity. We are taught that the choices of individuals are sacred and
meaningful and it is through these teachings that other terms such as "lifestyle
choice" have arisen. The choices of individuals that we are taught to respect are
mainly ones of social concern. So just as we have Singles Clubs, Chess Clubs, or
Sports Clubs, we now also have Gay and Lesbian Clubs. Sexuality has been defined
purely for social reasons. One aspectof sexuality that Ihave always found interesting
is that people are somehow angered when someone, especially of "homosexual"
bias, "flaunts" their sexuality through actions or clothes etc. Their responses are
often times, "Why do they have to tell everyone that they are gay; I don't care what
they like." My response to this is "Well I don't care what sports team you like, so why
do you have to "flaunt" its name on T-shirts and hats?" By saying this I do not mean
to trivialize sexual preference by implying that it is on the same "significance" level
as choosing a favorite sports team. It is a fact that people who have major ideas and
enjoyments also enjoy each other's company. This idea is nothing new, so now we
are back to the ques tion: why is sexuality preference made such an issue? Itisbecause
sex is an issue for almost every culture on earth. Now that sex is being discussed in
a much more "open" environment and is not considered so secret an idea as it was
to our grandparents, we must, in a way> explore new ideas that generations before
us were not exposed to. Sexuality, we might discover in the future, was a stupid
word, but history is full of mistakes, and this is a lesson that our children, and our
children's children will most definitely learn from us.
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Arts Writer

Mad Dog And Glory
And Boring!
By Chris Rau and Dana Meachen
TRIPOD FILM CRITICS
Chris:
For perhaps the first time in my life, I think I am getting sick of going to the
movies. This week we went to seeMad Dog and Glory, and it was one of the longest
hour and a halves of my life. I admit tha 11 was not really in the mood to see a movie
from the start, but the previews were great, and I started to feel that old movie
theater magic starting to grab me. But then the main feature started, and it just
went downhill from there. The movie never excited me; never really even
entertained me. I just sort of sat there staring at a screen for a long period of time.
Mad Dog and Glory seems like a movie with potential. Robert DeNiro, Bill
Murray, and Uma Thurman comprise an all-star cast. Usually a movie with only
one of them is worth seeing, so a mo vie with all three must be incredible. But other
than Uma Thurman, none of them seemed to show up for work. Robert DeNiro
play ed a sniveling wea kling whojustbecameso annoying I couldn' t even feel bad
for the guy. Bill Murray had moments of his brilliant self, but it was lost in his
attempt at being mean. His character wassupposed to be a gangster, and Murray
was just too sarcastic to be believable in the part. Uma Thurman plays Glory, and
does an admirable job playing a character who is never really given any depth.
The basic premise of the film is that DeNiro, a weak cop, sort of saves
Murray's life in a convenience store hold up. Murray then gives him Glory for a
week.' Glory of course is some random beautiful woman, whose whole life is
obeying the wishes of.Murray. The movie really picked up pace at this point.
There are some very random, very out of place sex scenes, DeNiro falls in love
with Glory for no apparent reason, and of course tries to buy her from Murray.
Along for the ride in this never ending roller coaster ride of a movie are Murray's
idiot bodyguard, and DeNiro's partner, a macho tough guy who seems to have
no life of his own. The movie seems to make no attempts to develop a real story.
When I looked at my watch, over half the movie was over, and I had absolutely
no clue why anything had happened, or for that matter, if I was supposed to have
the faintest idea about what! was watching.
Mad Dog and Glory seems to me like a movie that should never have been
made. There is almost nothing new or creative about what they tried to call a plot,
and why three such prominent actors signed on just leaves me shaking my head.
I have to give this film half a Sour Patch Kid; I give it a half and not zero only
because I feel my attitude going into the movie may have biased my opinion. Not
that I am ever going to see it again to see if I was wrong; I would rather take a nap.
If you check the paper to find an interesting movie, skip Mad Dog and Glory. Go
to the movie store and rent plain old Glory. Although it's only got half the title,
its about a million times better than this weak attempt at film making,

The movie never excited me; never really even
entertained me. I just sort of sat there staring at the
screen for a long time.
Dana:
Boring! Thank God it was only an hour and a half long. Mad Dog and Glory
was a potentially successful film gone completely flat. Usually I'm good at finding
at least some redeeming qualities in most films I see, but this one is beyond hope.
I was bored and by the end did not even understand the purpose of the movie.
At first I thought it was because so many movies nowadays are so jampacked with action. Mad Dog and Glory wasn't. It was supposed to be more low
key, about one insecure man's struggle to prove himself, mixing humor with very
serious situations. Murray gives DeNiro, a.k.a. Mad Dog, his bartender, Glory,
played by Thurman, for the week, to be his "friend." But love takes over, as it
always does, and these two very meek characters stand up to the big bad guy who
thinks he can control their lives. But this story didn't work, and instead the movie
turned out to be a warped version of Pretty Woman.
I thought they were going to address the topic of abuse of women, which
seemed apparent for a while, and then just fizzled. Then I thought there would be
a deeper connection with Mad Dog's love of photography, and not police work,
but that never got resolved either. It just went flat, By the end of the film, I didn'1
care about anyone's situation. The characters were all pathetic. And even when
they stand up to each other, they do it in such pathetic ways that I just didn't care
DeNiro really is a versatile actor, and I believed him as an insecure, lonely
cop. I even believed Thurman, also insecure/under the tightreigns of Murray. But
I could no t believe Bill Murray for a second. He has played too many comedy roles
to think he can act like a threatening mob boss.
The story was a little tocrobvious. Mad Dog is lonely, meek, and pathetic
and wants to get Glory. Get it? That is literally the simplicity behind the deepei
theme of this movie. I kept thinking I was missing something, but the movie
doesn't give the audience that much credit.
I give it one Sour Patch Kid. If you want to avoid a boring trip to the movies
stay away! A day of studying at the library would be more exciting than a wasted
trip to see Mad Dog and Glory.

•

On Monday, March 8,1993, Trinity College had the honor of hosting the
world-renowned and internationally acclaimed Cembalto Trio. The group consists of D'Anna Fortunate, mezzo-soprano; Patricia McCarty, violist; and
James David Christie, harpsichordist
and pianist. An unexpected combination of talents, the trio's juxtaposition of
new and old served to remind the listener how delightful surprises may be.
The program for the evening rotated from the more standard classical
pieces of Brahms to the world premiere
of visiting professor and composer Beth
Wiemann. For many of us not used to
listening to classical music, the prospect
of a concert such as this might have
seemed like the perfect cure for insomnia, but the fresh and innovative style of
the Trio ensured that would not be the
case. Each of the standard classical pieces
was offset by a more modern and exciting work, thus presenting a more informal attitude.

In the more contemporary works,
Haiku by Marilyn Ziffrin and Looks like
Rain by Beth Wiemann, the composers
each made a musical adaptation of poetry. In these pieces, the music mirrored
and echoed the lyrics in a way that revealed their consummate importance, as
they serve not merely as a backdrop, but
as inspiration.
Not only was genius evident in the
composing, but the virtuosity of the Trio
further accentuated and enhanced the
listening experience. The recipients of
numerous personal honors and awards
as well as the 1989 John Knowles Paine
Award for the performance of new
American music, the Trio separately and
together has performed and continues to
supportnew and un traditional works,as
well as the. more traditionally classical
pieces. A wonderful surprise for me, the
Cembalto trio and the compositions they
performed shattered any stereotypes I
held about "classical" music, and demonstrated the exciting alternative it can
provide. Perhaps you, too, might be able
to find surprises lurking in the concert
hall of Austin Arts.

Sam Hamill Reads To Attentive Audience
BYAMYEMPOLITI
Arts Editor

On Wednesday, March 10 at 8:15
p.m., Trinity's poet-in-residence Sam
Hamill read from his poems and translations in the Life Sciences Auditorium.
He read from the classical Chinese, Japanese, and1 Greek, as well as his own
poems.
From the classical Greek he read
poems by Sappho and Alcaeus, among
others. According to Mr. Hamill, "the
real authentic 'joie de vivre' is missed
when studying classical Greek poetry."
As well as reading the poems,
which dealt with such topics as old age,
youth, sex, and love, Mr. Hamill spoke
about the culture and the poets. One
interesting fact that I did not know is
that the Olympics began with a weeklong poetry festival in Greece.

From the classical Chinese, Mr.
Hamill concentrated on poems by Li Po
and Tu Fu. According to Mr. Hamill, Li
Po "claimed never to have revised a line
of poetry in his life." Tu Fu was "virtually unknown when he died."
One of Mr. Hamill's books has
poems by Li Po and Tu Fu which are set
up almost in a conversational way. He
would alternate poems by the two men,
so that they could speak to each other.
From the classical Japanese Mr.
Hamill read a type of poem called tanka,
which consists of five lines and thirtyone syllables.
One poem Mr. Hamill read which
Iparticularly enjoyed was Reply to aFriend
by Ryokan. "Too stupid to live among
men, I pass my years among herbs and
trees; too lazy to learn right from wrong,
laugh at me, and I laugh along. These
please turn to page 13

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

Put Washington
to Work for
You!
Our Washington
Internship Program
offers full-time
internships for a full
semester of credit
• Politics majors in Congressional Offices
• Business majors at the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce
• Art History majors at the Phillips Collection
• Prelaw students with the D.C. Corporation
Counsel
• Journalism majors at Fox TV5
tall, Spring, and Summer
Opportunities Available
Boston University
Division of International Programs
232 Bay State Road, Box E
Boston, MA 02215
(617)353-9888
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Godspell Enchants Its Audience With An Entertaining Pertromance
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BY PETER J, TALBOT
Arts Writer

songs—Prepare Ye the Way of the
Lord, Save the People and Day by
Day (sung by the cast and Allen
A fresh, contemporary Katz '93, Aaron, and Laurel
Godspell recently graced Portnoy '93, respectively) set
Goodwin Theater. Directed and the tone for the rest of the perchoreographed by Julia Strong formance; while the songs were
'94, the production presented acted convincingly and wellStephen Schwartz and John phrased musically, they were
Tebelak's 1971 passion musical sometimes inaudible or unclear.
in nineties retro-seventies style,
Goodwin's dry acoustics
with cheesy yet effective humor are difficult to sing in under any
propelling each scene to the circumstances, and the stage
next. The informal, somewhat band at times overshadowed
confused shuffle that is Godspell even the cast's strongest singcame alive with new scenes, ers.
updated language, and two
The first act proved a
original songs by music comic tour-de-force; memorable
professor Gerald Moshell, the moments included Allen's
show's musical director.
cheesy Motel Zion speech, Alex
Before the house doors Johnston '96's greaser rendition
opened, the cast circulated of Learn Your Lessons Well, and
among the waiting audience in Lisa Gurevich '93's delivery of
t-shirts marking them as west- the line "Let me chastise the The cast of Godspell.
ern philosophers. This idea con- vixen," absurdly wedging
The second act started
tinued as the audience filtered Young Frankenstein's Igor into shakily. Amy Kunen '95 was
into Goodwin Theater, as Jesus this passion play.
faced with an intimidating mu(Aaron O'Connell, '95) looked
Freshman Claire Nelson sical problem, as the keyboard
on from atop a brightly colored sang Bless the Lord splendidly, began Turn Back O Man in the
cable spool centerstage.
and Daniel La '95 showed prom- wrong key: one well put of her
The conversations be- ise in All Good Gifts, though he range. She spoke-sang the lyrtween the "philosophers" inten- was particularly hard to hear.. ics, making the best of a bad
sified as the band (Basil Grace KatherineMcWane '94's brassy situation, Alas For You brought
'94, bass; Gerald Moshell, key- Light of the World was an effec- the musical back to its feet as the
board; Richard Rice '93, per- tive segue to the intermission, front half of the stage sank in an
cussion; and Eric Wallen '94, during which the audience was effective dramatic moment. The
guitar) took its place on the stage invited on stage for grape juice cast languish in their symbolic
right wing.
and conversation with the ac- descent into Hell as Jesus and
John the Baptist (Allen) sing
The three
opening tors.
;
Trinity College Department Of English
'••
PRIZES
; : : '
Short Stories: One submission per student, Deliver to professor Professor Pfeil, Department
of English. PoeirtS! Up to four pages of poetry from each student. Deliver to Professor Ogden,
Department of English, Plays: One-act play scripts. One submission from, each student. Deliver to
Professor Feinsod, Austin Arts Center, Essays; Papers originally written for college courses will be
accepted if conscientiously revised and retyped. One submission from each student. Deliver to
Professor Wheatley, Department of English. Speeches: All speeches must be published, public
speeches— not speeches from plays, poetry, or, your own compositions; speeches should run from
3 to 7 minutes (maximum); all submissipns should be presented to Professor Narrey in the English
Department by 4:00 p.m., Friday, March 26,1993. Include: a copy of the speech, including title and
author, running Ume, your own name, box #, telephone. Speeches will be judged from 4-5:30 p.m.,
:
Tuesday, March 30,1993, in Austin Arts Center, Room 320.
•
DEADLINE FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS
. :

BETH PIHO

warnings.
The stage is brought halfway back for By My Side (sung
by Melissa Griffin '95 and Elizabeth Rhodes '95) and restored
completely for Gideon Pollach
'96's strong We Beseech Thee,
backed Gospel-style by the ensemble.
The two new songs by
Professor Moshell were valuable
additions to the show. The trio
Love ThyNeighborwaspiemiered
wonderfully by Michael
Robertson '95, Katherine, and

Amy, thoughat times Michael's
lyrical phrasing came at the expense of clarity. Judas' Song,
though hardly an original idea,
(cf. Jesus Christ Superstar)
moved the drama into its final
sequence. Its often delicate, often jarring dissonances and
Stravinsky-esque style did not
fit with the rest of the show's
music, but as the dissenting
disciple's song, its not-belonging belonged. Lisa's performance of it was both musically
and theatrically overwhelming.

Poet-In-Residence Reads
M Life Sciences Center
continued from page 12

old bones still cross the river, begging-bag in hand, loving springtime weather. I manage to survive. I never once, despised this
world."

.

•• •

Mr. Hamill read some of his own poetry, including Black
Marsh Eclogue and What the Water Knows, which is a divorce poem.
In Black Marsh Eclogue, a blue heron "stands in the black marsh
(except for speech contest)
more monument than bird, a wizened prophet returned from a
Thursday, April 1,1993, at 4*00 p.m. All submissions should be typed. Deliver manuscripts, vanished mythology."
unfolded, with your name and box number on all pages in the upper left corner, bidude a targe, self
Mr. Hamill will read again in the Life Sciences Auditorium
addressed envelope for return. Winners will be announced at the Honors Day ceremony, Friday, May tomorrow, Marchl7, at8:15 p.m. This reading will concentrate on
7,1993, at 3:30 p.m. in the College Chapel. These contests are open to all undergraduate students jazz and blues. The reading is free and open to the public.
(including IDF students) presently registered at Trinity.

Embers A Statement ByEtzel Catdena

Allan K. Smith
Writing Center
INDIVIDUAL TUTORING
•. All Week At 115 Vernon .
Mon-Fri 1-4, Mon-Thurs 6:309:30
• * Late Night At Marriott .
Sun, Mon, Thurs 10p.m.-12 a.m.
• Simply Drop In Or Call For
An Appointment
297-2468

BY HASAN LONG
Arts Writer
Thursday through Sunday of Valentine's Day Weekend, Embers was presented by
the Department of Theater and
- Dance.
The main character is
Henry, an old man who talks to
himself incessantly in order to
drown out the sound of the sea.

Ironically, he is drawn to the
beach. He goes to this beach to
wait for his daughter to return
from various lessons, reliving
his sad past with little hope for
the future.
It seems most of his memories are centered around this
beach; it was where his mother
' drowned, and where he and his
wife met, and eventually conceived their only child.

PENN&
TELLER'S
New
Bestseller
Is Back!
Now being
served at fine
bookstores
everywhere
HVILLARD BOOKS
I A Division oi Random House. Inc.

As he has nothing to do
day in and day out, he spends
more and more of his time reflecting, as his time runs out and
his life fades like the embers of a
fire.
The cast consisted of
Henry, his wife Adda, his
daughter Addie, and her
daughter's music and riding instructors.
Professor Hugh Ogden
played Henry, Deborah S.
Reynolds played Adda, Victoria
Ludwin '95 played Addie, and
Cliff Campbell '96 played the
parts of both the music and
riding instructors.
Embers was originally
written for radio in 1959 by
Samuel Beckett, the 1969 Nobel
Prize winner.
The performance by
Hugh Ogden was extremely
convincing; you were sucked
into the personality of Henry by
his cryptic yet emotional monologue.
To fully understand this
play you would really need to
see it at least twice.
Directed
by
Etzel
Cardena, Embers was the first of
the two productions put on by
the Department of Theater and
Dance February 11-14.

METRO-HARTFORD
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Seafood's Best Is At The Capitol Hill Fish House
BY ALEXANDRA CAMPBELL
AND ANDY LEVINE
Metro-Hartford Food Critics_

sels were composed of a group
of the fabled dwarf species. Regardless ol their size, they were
quite satisfying. The luscious
white wine sauce they came
with was light and delicious.
Before I could say musselrific, I

For lovers of seafood, the
Capitol Fish House is a pearl in
the murky depths of Hartford.
As soon as you step into
this restaurant, you are bathed
insucculentatmosphere. Filling
the interior are a diverse array of
plants which are complemented
by the pleasing brick walls and
deep green ceiling. The dining
space is ample yet at the same
time quite cozy and inviting.
The menu offers a wide
array of tempting, exotic fish
dishes, while at the same time,
includes a couple of chicken
dishes and a steak dish. In addition to the plentiful assortment
of fish that is offered, in some
instances, several types of fish
can be prepared up to three dif- had a plate full of empty shells.
This is a true mussel-lover's
ferent ways.
Although the entrees treat.
Alexandra: From the
range in price from $16;95 to
$20.95, they are balanced off by plentiful assortment of mouth
the much more affordable appe- watering appetizers, I selected
tizers ($2.95 to $6.25) and the a seafood-restaurant standard,
clam chowder ($2.95). For those
reasonably priced desserts.
All entrees come with a of you monitoring your cholessalad and your choice of rice or terol intake, you have the choice
potato. We both agreed that the of having this made with or
salad with honey mustard dress- without cream (I had mine with
ing was one of the best quality cream).
house salads we had ever had.
For those who are accusAndy: For starters, I chose tomed to very thick clam chowSteamed Mussels in White Wine der, this restaurant's version
($4.50)., This handsome appe- may be somewhat shocking
tizer came with enough mussels considering its thin broth. Beto kill a good sized horse. This ing a Cape Codder, this was the
was fortunate, since these mus- type of clam chowder I have

Andy: If you are willing
been brought up on and seldom this tasty tropical fish was lightly
find except in local Cape Cod breaded than sauteed until topayamoderatesumforasure
kitchens.. The rich broth was golden brown. Its own subtle • to please feast, then you should
loaded with clams and chunks flavor was enhanced by the make your way to the Capitol
of potato. Overall, this was a toasted almonds and the sweet Fish House. I guarantee satisthoroughly satisfying appetizer. bits of melon. For anyone look- faction and give it four and a
Andy: For my entree, I ing for an alternative to tradi- half cranky fishermen out of five.
Alexandra: The types of
chose chicken breast baked with tional white fish, I highly recDijon glaze ($16.95). Not being ommend the Capitol Fish seafood offered by the Capitol
Fish House are unmatched at
thebiggestfanofseafood,Ichose House's Mahi-Mahi.,
Andy: For dessert, we least in Hartford and the surlandfood.
Usually when I choose a shared the chocolate mousse rounding area. Although the
non-fish dish at a seafood res- cake ($2.75). After taking about entree prices may seem a bit
taurant, I am done great injus- three heavenly biles of this stu- steep, the tremendous portions
tice, but I was pleasantly sur- pendous treat, I learned that and the freshness of the fish
prised by the excellent job that
was done with my chicken. The types of'seafood offered by the Capitol Hill Fish
Smothered in a flavor rich Dijon
sauce, this exceedingly tender House are unmatched at least in Hartprd and the
and sizable portion of chicken
surrounding area. Although the entree price may
was cooked to perfection.
1 could not have asked for seem a bit steep, the tremendous portions and the
more. That was the problem,
actually. Less would have been freshness of the fish make prices all the more bearable.
better as far as the sauce went. sharing this dessert is a must. It make such prices all the more
Although the sauce was excel- is amazingly rich and the bearable.
lent, there was just too much of whipped cream in which it is
On the whole, the Capitol
it. Other than this trivial com- doused does not make it any Fish House is a thoroughly enplaint, though, the dish was su- lighter. Between many layers joyable restaurant. If we are
perb.
of white and chocolate cake, is a rating this in terms of cranky
. Alexandra: I do not think thick and creamy layer of sa- fisherman, then I give it four out
I have ever seen so many variet- vory chocolate mousse. I nearly of five.
ies of seafood together on the cried when I realized that I could
The Capitol Fish House is
same menu or prepared in such not stuff any more of this won- located on the corner of Main
a diverse number of ways. Be- der into my mouth. But all good Street and Capitol Avenue at
' ing one who adores all types of things must come to an end, I 391 Main Street, Hartford. They
seafood, I had much difficulty guess. The bottom line is, you serve lunch Monday through
selecting an entree.
must be literally insane if you Friday 11:30 a.m. until 2:15 p.m.
What I finally chose was do not experience this cake lov- and dinner Monday through
Thursday 5:00 p.m. until 9:30
one of the more exotic sounding ers' dream.
dishes: sauteed Mahi-Mahi with
Alexandra: After Andy's p.m., being open until 10:30 on
melon and almonds ($17.50). enlightening and extensive de- Friday and Saturday. ReservaThis was indeed a culinary mas- scription, I find little left to say tions accepted, Telephone: 724terpiece. An enormous filet of except I agree whole heartedly. 3370.

Hardships are abundantbut...

Connecticut Legislator Tackle The Odds
BY JAMES P. DEMICHELE
•Metro-Hartford Writer

Hartford
Cinema City
Passion Fish (R)
Indochine (PG-13)
Les Matins du Monde (NR)
The Bad Lieutenant (PG)
The Crying Game (R)

1:00,4:00,7:00,9:40
1:30,4:30,7:45
1:45 7:15
4:15,9:30
1:15,3:45,7:30,9:50

East Hartford
Buster's Pub & Cinema
Loaded Weapon I (R)
Showcase Cinema
CB4 (R)
Aladdin (G)
Scent of a Woman (R).
Fire in the Sky (PG-13)
Homeward Bound (G)
Falling Down (PG-13)
Swing Kids (R)
Mad Dog and Glory (R)
Groundhog Day (PG)
Best of the Best 2 (R)
Amos and Andrew(R)

For the past two and a
half months I have been participating in Trinity's Legislative
Internship Program. The program is offered during the
Spring semester and can be
taken for two or four credits with
one counting toward the Political Science major. I am interning with one of the co-chairs of
the Education Committee.
Not only am I learning
about Connecticut state politics,

but I am getting an inside look
on what it is like to be a legislator. The job of a legislator is not
filled with free dinners and complimentary concerttickets. Connecticut Legislators are severely
underpaid and work long hours.
They are constantly under the
scrutiny of a wary public eye.
Legislators are expected to find
simple solutions to impossible
questions. All this time they
have to find a way to get reelected. Here are a few things
that a legislator is up against:
The press is unrelenting.

Everything a legislator does is
public knowledge. This makes
itvery frustrating whenitcomes
down to voting. A legislator can
not take a stand on any issues
because they will be pulverized
by the press if they want to
change their minds. Legislators
must also deal with their home
constituency as well as the powerful lobby groups, To further
complicate matters, many times
these two groups disagree on
which is the best policy to follow. Most constituents are not
please turn to page 15

7:30,9:30
•1:00,1:30,3:00,3:30,5,5:30,
7:25,7:55,9:40,10:15
1:10,3:05,4:55, 7:00
8:40

-: •

1:45,4:25,7:10,9:25
1:30,3:35,5:15,7:05, 9:35
1:05,3:15,5:30,7:50,10:10
1:50,4:15,7:20,9:55
1:15,3:20,5:20,7:35,10:15
1:25,3:25,5:25, 7:25,9,
1:20,3:30,5:35,7:45,10:00
1:10,3:10,5:10,7:30,10:05

West Hartford
Elml&2
A River Runs Through It (PG) 7:00,9:35
Home Alone 2 (PG)
1:45,4:15
Loaded Weapon 1 (PG-13)
2:00,4:30,7:15,9:40

.

At The Movies

Roggf s Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work onMost Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
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School Days: Another Brown V Board of Education, right here in Hartford?

Sheffv. O'Neal Making Waves, Even At Trinity
BY KELLY CANRIGHT
Metro-Hartford Editor

else: a racially integrated school at the
North End of Hartford where nearly all
students go on to college. Clearly, there
In Connecticut, there has been a is much controversy within the case ithigh intensity debate over desegregation self. . . '
in the school system. The Sheffv, O'Neil
Some argue that the case would
case has attracted much attention as the proceed to end racial segregation and
decision whether or not a court order will provide a more culturally diverse atmobe instated to desegregate the region's sphere for students. Yet, many think
schools citing poverty and racial isola- that this case will cause a great deal of
tion in Hartford as the plaintiff's case. problems.
Hie possibilities remain endless with the
A plan proposed by Connecticut
consideration of statewide desegregation Governor Lowell Weicker, for instance,
on the horizon where thousands of stu- is meeting some resistance, even though
dents, both black and white would be it proposes a system of voluntary debussed accordingly.
segregation in Hartford schools. DesegElizabeth Horton Sheff is a mem- regation opponents say it goes too far,
ber of the Hartford City Council and a risking too much revenue for an unworplaintiff in this case which would make thy project, while those who support
school choice a public decision. She feels desegregation argue that it doesn't go
that elected officials have an obligation to far enough, only creating a voluntary
participate in the system. "Either you are system, when change should be mandagoing to make the commitment or you tory.
are not; it's poor showing if you say it is
To begin, the inner-city parents
OK for 26,000 other children; but not my might resist having their children leave
child."
the city and address changes could be-

is a double-edged sword as it will end
racial segregation, however there will be
resentment from the suburban schools."
One very interesting aspect to this
case for Trinity students, aside from the
simple facts of the case, is that one of the
plaintiffs is a history professor here at
Trinity College.
Professor Eugene Leach testified
thathis 11-year old daughter Rachel, and
his 9-year old son Joseph "really need to
be functioning, productive citizens in a
profoundly multicultural society.
They will not have experience
with a diverse population that corresponds with the real diversity of the

American society they live in."
Leach also told Superior Court
Judge Harry Hammerthat until thisyear,
there were no black or Hispanic teachers
at Whiting Lane School where his children attend elementary school. In his
son's third grade class, there are 25 students, of which there are only three Hispanic students and one black child.
The composition of his daughter's
fifth grade class of 24 is little more diverse as there are only two Hispanic
students and three blacks.
The Leaches are the only white
suburban family listed in the complaint
for the plaintiff.

Hartford In Brief...
Phew: With some last minute lobbying attempts,
Connecticut's Congressional delegationbarely averted the wholesale scrapping of the Sub base in Groton. The deal wasn't completely pain-free; there are several reservations and restrictions on
the base's use.

Some argue that he case would proceed to end racial segregation and provide a more culturally diverse atmosphere
Weicker Down; Connecticut Governor Lowell' Weicker's
for students, but many think it would cause a great deal
latest job ratings are down... way down. The Hartford Courant
of problems
reports that the percentage of those who say Weicker is doing a
However, one of the Sheff lawyers, John Britain who is a law professor
at the University of Connecticut, opted to
send his children to school elsewhere. He
is arguing to end racial isolation, but backs
up his decision to send his children to the
private school Northwest Catholic High
School by claiming that his children receive something unavailable anywhere

poor job jumped by 10% last week, from 28% to 38%, with'those
who rate him "good" at 29% percent and those who rate him " fair"

come a venue to avoid the obstacle of
changing to an assigned school. Also, it
is likely that suburban parents will place
their students in private schools in Delaware and in Pennsylvania.
As Trinity's Community Service
Program Coordinator, Corrie Foster
stated," It [Sheffv. O'Neil] would cause
a forced mandated desegregation. This

at 29%.,

But Lieberman's Up: The same poll stated that U.S. Senator
Joseph Lieberman's approval rating stood a t about 51%, while his
disapproval rating a mere 37%, BothtAeberman and Weicker will
be up for re-election in 1994.

Whalers Update
The Whalers playoff hopes came to a bruising halt this past week, as they
were finally eliminated from playoff contention for the year. The only bright spot
was a comeback tie, against the Buffalo Sabres, played before a banner blizzard
crowd of 1300. Over the next week, the team will take on a new role: that of spoiler,
as they take their 20-43-5 record on the road, to do battle; first with Tampa Bay and
the Washington Capitals.
'

SYRACUSE

ABROAD

-. • '

B extras Out: Ralph Borras, Hartford's deputy City Manager,
resigned this past- Friday, jumping to a post in New Rochelle,
where he. will be the deputy city manager and commissioner of
human services. The post, said City Manager Howard Stanback,
will eventually be eliminated, being fiscally unwieldy. - •
j
Council Makes Big Loan: In a boon to Hartford's SouthEnd,
and a welcome change from the usual backbiting, back-stabbing
and other assorted skulduggery from the City Council, that body
approved a $50,000 loan to a group trying to reopen a garment
factory.
A Writer's Lecture: Trinity's own (sort of) Colin McEnroe
will be giving a public lecture at the Mark Twain Memorial, in
conjunction with a national program called "The Writing Life"
and sponsored by the National Book Foundation,

Conn Legislators Scrutinized
continuedfrom page 14

AFRICA"* AUSTRALIA • CZECH REPUBLIC •
ENGLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • HUNGARY •
ITALY • POLAND • SPAIN
• Prior Foreign Language Not Always Necessary
• SU Credit
• Field Trips/Traveling Seminars
• Internships
« Study For A Semester, A Year, Or A Summer
• Home Or Limited Apartment Placements

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
(315) 443-3471 OR 1-800-235-3472

aware of the complexity of issues and
blame legislators when something does
not go their way. On the other hand,
lobbyists are like leeches. They attach
themselves to legislators until they drain
the legislator into supporting them. If a
legislator ignored either one of these
groups, votescould be lost. An effective

WANTED:
Summer sub-let in Hartford area for
Georgetown Law student. Private
bed and bath preferred.
Rajeev Dugal 301/907-9415
Earn $500-$1000 Weekly
stuffing envelopes. For details,
RUSH $1,00 with
SASEto:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Dr, Ste 307
Dover, DE 19901

legislator needs to find the balance between these conflicting forces.
Although being a. legislator has
many drawbacks, it is an essential profession. They make the state run. They
put needed laws on the books. They
help people. Legislators have to be responsive to their constituents if they want
to be re-elected.
Getting in touch with a legislator,
takes patience and persistence. If you
want your voice heard, follow these suggestions:
1, Find a group of people who have
similar views; •
2. Write letters, petitions and make
phone calls;
_3. Make appointments with your
.; legislator; or
4. Make a financial contribution to the
legislator's campaign.
Legislators are people too. They
are looking out for themselves. A legislator needs votes. If you can give them
yours, you will have a political ally.
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NDIAN DIGEST INDIAN DIGEST INDIA^KGEST INDIAN
DIGEST INDIAN DIGEST INDIAN DIGEST

N

amaskar friends and famDl
ily, presenting Hetal Raju
IK
Lakhani '95, a most feared
:GES'I
D]
and respected Indian at Trinity. DIAh
IN
Hetal has been in hiding at the local GEST INDIAN DIGEST
D]
five and dime for six weeks in an
IN
effort to be declared missing and unable to give interviews
Dl
but when I caught up with her as she was leaving her
IN
mansion in Malibu, California I demanded to be heard. She
D:
told me that for an interview I would have to produce six
!N
types of I.D. including a passport issued by a country other
Dl
than the one I have citizenship in.
N
Within hours, I had done it and I was invited to join
)]
ler
on
the veranda of her palace estate. She began to weep
IN
Dl as we talked. "Hetal Lakhani is the treasurer of the Indian
IN Cultural Society and a Resident Associate/Assistant in
DJ Iton Dormi tory on the fourth floor she said with a mechaniN :al voice. She was also a lifeguard at Ferris Gymnasium at
31 >ne point." I asked her why she was speaking like that and
N ihe said "Prime Directive," I just laughed and said "Good
31 me."
That's just a joke folks. She actually spoke to me
N
Dl lormally. Sohia Rai, the last Indian to don the glorious title
1\ of Indian of the week and current El Duce of the Indian
Cultural Society, told me "Hetal is tremendous example of
Dl
individuality and a hard worker for the Indian Cultural
society."
"I aced an Organic test once" she remarked when I
isked her whether she would give me something to write
ibout. But I was not going to write about that. Hetal is
nvolved in the Interdisciplinary science program as a Biol3gy major 'neath the elms. She believes that her major is a
ery challenging one but she did not hesitate to say in
;eneral that "Trinity is academically challenging." She
:ame across as someone who held a lot of conviction.
When I asked about her concerns, she mentioned the
'choice" in the dining room known to the Trinity commuiity as SAGA and the issue of a "closed campus," reflecting
breadth of interests. The issue of choice in the dining room
was borne out her conviction that if you are a vegetarian,
ou are at a disadvantage. She said the "vegetarian food is
horrible. I come here and I go to the wellness line and it is
basically unsatisfying. I end up eating pasta very night."
A vegetarian by religious practices, I thought her
omment was important. I, too, have dietary restrictions as
am hot allowed to consume red meat or pork products, but
!'ll be the first Indian in this column to say that "Steak and
3BQ ribs sure do look appealing. If it makes your mouth
water, its got a lot."
Following the comment about food restrictions, Bob
F. Howard '93, a speed metal fanatic and the Trinity CoSporls editor, bursted out with the line "What's that Indian
BREAD...that BREAD is great." Bob continued to talk abou
the bread until I had to cut him off, telling him that we have
to stop talking about such pointless issues and get on with
our lives. Bob agreed and we got on with pur lives. By the
way, I had no idea Bob was .in Malibu at the time and was
itartled when he spoke up. He claims he was on the sports
seat,
Another aspect Hetal described was her opinion of s
closed campus, in which she agreed with the idea that
closed campus is harmful. She, however did not elaborate
so I guess I will. She seem to give me the impression thai
there are a lot of important issues entailed in the curren
debate over closed campus and also led me to believe tha
"Fable" authored by C. Clifton F. Fuller IV '94 and alsc
Tripod Production manager, may have been right on thi
mark when he alleged that the future of a close campus wai
that "the campus died." However, there are several othei
issues at stake which cannot be done justice here and so le
us focus our attention elsewhere. How about outer-spaced
Hetal is the only child of Mr. Raju Smitha and Mrs
Smita Lakhani who hail from Rhajkot, Gujerat. She was alsc
born in India and lived there for the first seven years of he
life before "leaving on a Jet plane" not knowing when shi
would be back again.™ Gujerati is her first language, so shi
can speak, read and write it, though she admitted that it was
difficult to hold onto because she is growing up withou
learning it anymore. She is also a Jain by religion.
Her permanent residence is Long Island and shi
jokingly told me that she was not another Amy Fishei
"Everybody thinks of Long Island and they think of Am'
Fisher and they think we are all like that but it's not true.
That was a pretty funny part of the interview, and everyon
in the room; or rather the veranda, thought it was neat,
laughed so hard that I almost dropped my mini-camcorde:
that I had secretly hidden in the arm rest of the chair I was
sitting on.
One more piece of information is that Hetal was bon
on January 10th,1974 during a Government imposed curfe
•
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Now Pitching For Irinity:
Professor Lawrence Johnson
away from George Bush, a re- Cysenas for two bio-engineers,
cently declared free agent, to-, a studio artist and a future first
ward Trinity'sPresidentGerety. round draft pick.
Philosophy professor
The rumors were quashed
Sitting as an observer at a
recent faculty meeting, I when Central Services' Park re- Maurice Wade, a member of the
dropped into a reverie induced vealed that the order came from negotiating team, said that Trinby the debate on the floor as to * Quinnipiac College's interest in ity would only consider the deal
whether a parenthetical phrase Associate Administrative Dean if Brandeis puts in play Profesin a revision to the sacrosanct Waggett, whose masterly prose sor Hoi E.R. Thanthou, the auFaculty Manual should be put has framed the Strategic Plan. thor of .American Prejudice
in parenthesis or enclosed by Quinnipiac was offering a Against Cultural Relativism and.
trainer and three custodians plus the Model of Somali Civic Justice.
commas.
its
director of Buildings and
When asked who he
I began to imagine how
would protect in the expansion
different it might be if Academe Grounds.
In other administrative draft, Alfred Koeppel said evwere run along the lines of protrades, Chairman of the Board erybody was available with the
fessional baseball...
of Trustees Alfred Koeppel con- exception of Coach Robin
On the eve of the Aca- firmed that Brandeis had made Shepard and Vice-President for
demic League's Winter Meet- initial enquiries to exchange Finance Bob Pedemonti.
"They are the franchise,"
ings, reports and rumors Dean of the Faculty Jan Cohn
reached The Tripod that Trinity and chief Marriott chef John he said emphatically.
was engaged in discussions with
several institutions designed to
improve our performance in
future seasons.
Craig Schneider, aficionado and Trinity's player rep to
winter meetings, refused to confirm or deny the stories. One
report leaked from a top administrator said that the University
of the South- seeking to aggrandize its faculty committee structure and to launch a campaign
to eliminate student social life
altogether- was seeking several
key Trinity Faculty including
Professors Leach, Zannoni and
Greenberg plus two Sociologists
to be named later.
Sewanee was offering in
exchange one minority anthropologist and a canon-refoTming
Pulitzer Prize winning Southern author. Word reaching us
says the Dean of Faculty's office
is anxious to seal this deal.
An unsubstantiated rumor was heard in McCook that
the University of Bridgeport (re^cently under new franchise ownership) was seeking the entire
European component of the Religion Department. Our source
KELLY COLU5
A new American flag was raised over Trinity's
in the Dean's office says the deal
campus this week. The flag flies outside of the
may fly.
President's office and in front of the Chapel. The
"After all," the unnamed
old flag had been flying in tatters for some time,
source said, "Trinity is too
due to the fact that it is never taken down, day or
Eurocentic already and our stunight. Be sure to admire the new Old Glory
dents can get all the Bible stories
proudly waving over the quad!
by taking Art History 101."
Still unresolved is
whether Jewish Studies will be
considered European or middleEastern for purposes of these
negotiations.
Did you know the origin of the Saint Patrick's Day
Contradictory reports
holiday? The truth behind the day will surprise many who do
have it that in accordance with
not have an in depth historical knowledge of Ireland. Ireland
the Strategic Policy of hiring to
is a rocky, barren island, and despite its rugged beauty, the
weakness, the entire Art Hisisland has little land which is suitable for agriculture. What
tory program is being offered en
little land there is was rendered unusable by a proliferation of
bloc to a sunbelt university in
snakes. Snakes, which are naturally drawn to rocky landexchange for a department of
scapes, first came to Ireland during the last Ice Age, which
Education with some anthroended about 4,000 years ago. An ice bridge had formed
pologists thrown in.
between Ireland and the European continent, and most of the
When Professor Mahoney
animals which now inhabit it migrated to Ireland at this time,
was asked if there was any subincluding an unusually large number of snakes. When the ice
stance to the rumor, he declined
melted, the snakes had no outlet, and began to multiply until
to comment, but this reporter i there was an extremely dense snake population on all availoverhead Professor Gordon
ableland. Menwereafraidtoleavetheirtownsforfearofbemg
placing orders for summer | bitten (or even eaten: legend holds that some snakes were over
weight blazers and tropical trou- I 30 feet long—hence stories of dragons, etc.) For thousands of
sers in the department's team | years, Ireland was dependent on the importation of food
colors.
I because men could not farm. In those days of primitive
methods of transportation, shipping food took much longer
K.J. Park in central serthan it would today. Food was carried overland from its point
vices reported that there had
of origin on the European continent, floated down river on
been a rush order from New
Haven for copies of the Draft | open rafts, and then loaded into dugout canoes for the long
Strategic Plan for Trinity. Buzz- j journey over the English Channel, and then across the Irish
ing in the Williams Memorial j Sea. The trip could take up to six months, during which time
corridors had it that Yale's presi- $ V p l e a s e turn to page 17
dential search may be shifting
BY ELTON VAN TOM

Features Writer
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From Cults To Cops, Everyone
Is Getting A little Crazy
of his cult to follow, what Time
calls, a strictly rationed vegetarian diet, he eats meat and other
Pensacola is an aver- sinful foods; while he bans teleage town of 58,000 in the North- vision to be watched on the cult's
eastern corner of Florida. But compound, cable is piped in to
just like more and more average his personal living quarters so
American towns — from Waco that he can watch MTV; and
to New York City — the while he mandates celibacy
"crazies" have come to among the males of his sect,
Pensacola.
Koresh himself is described as
On Wednesday, March being "fixated with sex and with
10th, a Christian Fundamental- a tas te for younger girls."
ist member shot an abortion
Yes, it seems that Dave's
doctor, multiple times at got himself a nice bunch sheep
pointblank range outside the — so loyal that there is fear
Pensacola abortion clinic, while among the FBI of the potential
repeating, ironically, "Stop kill- for mass suicide if he is caught.
ing babies."
Still, it was not through craziThe scary fact is that the ness that he won their minds,
people who are supposed to but instead through guile, maprotect us from these threats — nipulation — genius.
the "crazy-busters" if you will
Sheik Omar Abdel— are a bit "off" themselves. Rahman has his own flock of
And those recognized as loons sheep. More than 200,000 worare often geniuses.
shipers follow teachings of this
David Koresh — born radical Islamic fundamentalist
Vernon Howell — was no one; leader, who, as Time puts it, "exthat is, he was no one until he horts the faithful to their 'relifound out just how stupid hu- gious duty,' including the use of
manitywas. "Ifthebibleistrue," violence if necessary."
Time Magazine's March 15th,
Mohammed A. Salameh
1993 issue quotes him as saying, and Ibrahim A. Elgabrowny —
"then I am Christ."
the two men charged with havWhile Dave might learn ing a role in the bombing of the
something about syllogisms World Trade Center on Februfrom Mathematics 205, "Ab- ary 26th — were part of Abdelstraction and Argument," hehas Rahman's flock. This, of course,
pretty much figured out how to does not prove that Salameh and
turn people into sheep. Cur- Elgabrowny were acting under
rently he is held up in Waco, Abdel-Rahman's instructions,
Texas, with the Federal Bureau assuming they did in fact even
of Investigation (FBI) and the pJay a majorpart in plotting this
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and act of terrorism.
But imagine the amount
Fifearms (ATP) waiting out side,
helpless in their attacks against of persuasion that you would
have to be able to exert over
the well guarded compound.
The over 100 followers another human being to get
that are held up inside are well them to kill themselves for your
trained in Koresh's seemingly religious cause. This is the
illogical reasoning, and theyfol- amount of power that Abdellow him like the God he pro- Rahman seems to have over his
claims himself to be.. While followers, and the "foul odor"
Koresh preaches that alcohol is that is now rising from the crawrong, he regularly chugs down ter at the base of the World Trade
a beer; while he forces members Center might be further eviBY MATHEW PRINCE
features Writer

dence for this man's amazing
power of persuasion.
Still, Time reports that
Abdel-Rahman "has denounced
the Trade Center bombing and
claims not even to know
Salameh." I tell you, the man is
genius.
William Sessions has been
described by colleagues as having "a certain goofiness." Grey
hair mussed and red tie flapping in the wind, he looks like a
mad scientist lost in corporate
America.
In fact, William Sessions
is the head of the FBI, and thus
the man in charge of rounding
up all these "crazies" that have
popped up across our nation.
The problem is that Sessions
himself, as he is described by his
colleagues, is not exactly normal. He's the first FBI director
in recent memory to occasionally break into a rendition of "A
little dab will do ya."
The first to have a wife
who not only thinks that FBI
officials are plottingagainsther,
but also to, according to Time
Magazine, February 22, 1993,
comes "into a confidential
meeting...'in a housecoat and
slippers/ turning on the TV and
thereby ending the briefing."
In short, he is the first
"crazy-buster" in quite a while
to be described so well by the
phrase, "He loses it."
With their director off
singing jingles from old commercials, the FBI and ATF seem
a bit short sighted and underequipped. The greatest symbol
of this has to be when Sessions
and the New York branch director, Agent James Fox, arrived at
the scene of the World Trade
Center blast without hard hats.
They ended up finding a
white one, and with a magic
marker writing "FBI," in black,
shakyprintacross the face. Sure,
they think that they have found
at least some of the people re-

Where in the world is Jonathan this week? Think
hard. This week we need the name and location of the
building he is in. The first person to contact the
Features Editor with the correct information can win
this week's prize.
sponsible for the act in an amazingly expedient fashion, but
even FBI officials are admitting
that it was simply "dumb luck."
Further, even after knowing that Salameh was a suspected terrorist, even after staking out Abdel-Rahman's
Mosque for the entire duration
of the gulf war, they were caught
by complete surprise when the
bomb went off.
The ATF is not doing that
much better. After launching a
full blown assault on the Koresh
compound/ which has been being planned for months now,
and suffering a complete failure
and the deaths of four agents
and injuries to sixteen others,
the ATF is now at a stand still.
With their armored personnel
carriers poised just outside the

n
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Pasta with Irish Bacon and Broccoli

956-6000
HOURS
Mon-Thurs 11:30-10:00
Fri & Sat 11:30-11:00
Sun 5:00-9:00

939 Maple Avenue
Hartfoid, CT 06114
SERVING HARTFORD
FOR 56.-YEARS

8 ounces dried corkscrew or quill-shaped pasta
4 slices Shannon Traditional Irish Bacon, cut
crosswise into 1/4 inch strips
2 cloves garlic, minced
1 small onion, finely chopped
1/2 cup de-fatted chicken broth
1/8 teaspoon dried'hot pepper flakes
4 cups fresh broccoli florets
2 tablespoons grated Parmesan cheese
Cook pasta in large amount of salted boiling
water.
While pasta is cooking, in non-stick skillet over
medium heat, cook bacon strips just until they .
begin to brown. Stir in garlic and onions; cover
and cook several minutes until onion is soft.
Raise heat to medium-high. .Add chicken broth,
hot pepper flakes, and broccoli. Cover; cook
seven to eight minutes until broccoli is crisptender and still -bright green. Stir in grated
Parmesan arid salt to taste. Toss with hot,. .
cooked pasta. . Serve immediately. Makes four
servings.
..
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FEATURING
BRICK OVEN PIZZA

compound, and their full range
of weapons and ammunition in
hand, they are still unable to
defeat "Christ."
The stand off does not
seem to be going anywhere —
the ATF is unwilling to risk any
more lives, and Koresh is said to
be well stocked for at least several months with his followers
already having learned to live
on little.
In the end the "crazies"
are getting what they want, and
the "crazy-busters" are handing it to them on a platter.
Koresh's first request was to be
allowed on national radio to
spread his word to the rest of the
country — only the absolute
dream of a fanatical cult leader
— and in exchange the ATF got

BBH mam mnm* BBQB • • • • MMM • » »

almost any food would spoil. In
these days before chemical preservatives, about the only food
which could survive the rough
journey was potatoes.
Potatoes could survive
just about anything, and so potatoes are what the hearty Irish
got. Saint Patrick was a legendary traveler, musician, and scientist living about the year
400CE who had studied the
methods of Indian snake charmers while on a missionary journey to the Byzantine Empire.
He brought back his new found
skills to his native Ireland, and
used them to lead all of the
snakes to the seashore, where
he had a boat waiting
The snakes drowned, and
Irish people were free to grow
their beloved potatoes once
again.
St. Patrick is today remembered with festive parades
which are symbolic of the parade of snakes which followed
St. Patrick to the sea.
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Simone observed the whole episode in
all its gruesome horror. She winced as Alfred
Drek, in a rare show of emotion, muttered a
heart-wrenching "Damn." But that was not all
—Buck Wang, adding injury to insult, called
out to her:
"And Miss de Primafina Volstov! That
was the worst bagging atrocity I have ever
seen! Lincoln, escort her to my office!"
Simone, thinking she had escaped the
thin, yet sharp eye of Wang, gasped at this
tragic addition to the entire ugly circumstance.
Lincoln, the hideous spawn of Wang, smoothly
snatched Simone by the arm and, seeing her
suffering, unscrupulously snickered.

"No, Wang..."
"Lincoln! Contact Drek's mother! Tell
her all about her waste of a son!" Buck Wang
opened his door a bit wider, and leaned deeper
into his office. "Lincoln!"
Suddenly, Alfred Drek was struck by
the passiona tely miserable voice of Simone de
Primafina Volstov. "No! Don't! He deserves
better!"
Alfred took this opportunity to glance
into the office, and what he saw was a visual
sneak attack worse than Pea rl Harbor. Simone
and Lincoln Wang were in the back of the
luxurious office, in full wedding regalia! .
Lincoln put his black-gloved hand over
Simone's mouth, cursing at her.
"You will be quiet, woman! Do not
disgrace your fiance —if anyone will be disgraced it will be Drek!" Lincoln cackled like a
deranged chipmunk, again causing his throat
to spasm uncontrollably. He reached for the
phone, and his father crossed his arms in
smug triumph.
Simone, her mouth free from impediment, implored Alfred: "This can't be happening Alfred! I just met Lincoln, I'm not ready
for marriage! Save me! Save us!"
"Silence, wench!" said Lincoln as he
slapped her across the face.
Alfred Drek could take no more. He
thundered an unintelligible, yet heroic battle
cry, ripped off his previously red factory shirt
to reveal a skin-tight undershirt with his own
fancy monogram in the corner, and charged at
Lincoln Wang,

Part Four In A Series

Next Week The Final Battle

Last week, in the continuing story of Alfred
Drek, I told of the agony and the melancholy of the
tee-bagger extrodinaire. He cared genuinely for his
confused mother, with whom he lived, hut he had a
hope for promotion at the golf-teefactory which kept
him afloat on the sea of life — until that fateful day
just last week (asfar as you know, since that's when
I wrote about it).
Buck Wang, the Director of Packaging, unjustly named his son, Lincoln, the new Bagging
Supervisor in place of Alfred. Before the shocking
announcement came, the stunning Simone de
Primafina Volstov (another tee-bagger) lost control
of her abilities while watching the great Alfred. He
was so good at what he did, it could be distracting.
She regained her composure to work just in
time to hear Wang announce that the manfor whom
she had prayed nightly did not receive the promotion.
On we tread...

Overcome by distress, she went kicking
and debating angrily, like a modern-day heroine.
It was only with great difficulty that
Alfred Drek restrained himself.
He knew that there was foul mischief
afoot, but he needed more evidence, more
provocation if he were to act against the vile
doings he suspected.
All Alfred could do was quietly grind his
teeth, causing him to painfully dislodge a filling.
, In fury, Alfred stoically continued to bag
the small, perfectly sculptured tees. The emotion in his work was enough to bring the blind
to tears, and many of the other employees had
to avert their eyes.
Heboiled inside, as the image of cooking
beef loaf pervaded even the tightest crevasses
of his brain.
Suddenly the voice of Buck Wang s tartled
Alfred out of his mental consciousness. "Drek!
Drek, you pitiful failure! Come up here tout de
suite!"
When Buck Wang used French adverbs
for emphasis, he meant business. Alfred only
welcomed the challenge, hoping that this would
be the forum of provocation he so desperately
desired.
Alfred ambled with stern dignity up the
open steel staircase to the office of the feared
Wang. He stood at the closed door, and realizing he still had the tee bag he had been working
on as he was summoned, quickly jammed it
into his back pocket.
His legs slightly farther apart than usual,
he knocked on the door. His hands then rested
directly under his sides and on his hips. He
was a man to be reckoned with.
Buck Wang opened the door, and before
he even invited Alfred into his occupational shanty, he got to be a mistake!"
had some preliminary choice words.
"We've been examining your bin, Mr, Drek! The
"Drek! You are wasting the factory money! We facts are there in blue, green, red, and yellow!" replied
are employing a man whose work is a disgrace to the Wang.
whole system of free enterprise!"
"Mr. Wang, I need that money, please! My poor
"Wait, Wang..,," Alfred managed to stammer mother is in no state...I'm sure things will be straightbefore Wang continued his onslaught.
ened out..."
"You will work a week without pay, Mr. Drek,
Grinning, Buck Wang delivered "Oh, your poor
and shouldyour work remain so odious over that week, old mother! Well, how about if we call her to tell her
you will never be paid again!"
, what a failure her son is, and what may soon happen to
Shocked and disheartened, Alfred said "There's the both of you if you do not improve!"

With surprising resource, Buck Wang
quickly conceived of a dirty stratagem, and
extended his foot in the path of the lumbering
Alfred. Alfred, unable to foresee such wily
trickery, was caught completely off guard
and tripped.
Wang had luckily preyed upon Alfred's
Achilles' heel. Alfred crashed to the floor,
sustaining heavy rugburn on the elbows.
Wincing, he rolled over onto his backside,
only to feel the anguish of the sharp tees in his
back pocket. But pain was no match for
Alfred Drek.
As Lincoln choked with amusement,
Buck Wang moved to stomp upon Alfred.
Devising a ploy of his own, Alfred rolled to
the side, but left his clenched fist under the
foot of Wang.
The power of Wang's stomp couldn't
overcome the strong, solid, worker's fist, and
Wang twisted his ankle quite severely. He fell
to the ground holding his injured ankle, and
shrieked with body language that caused his
hair to fall out of place.
Such unpleasant screeching irked
Alfred. He hastily seized Buck Wang's globe
from the desk, and knocked Wang dingy with
a fierce but hollow bonk to the head.
Alfred then hit Wang again, but this
time Wang's head penetrated the globe, and
he soon passed out from lack of oxygen.
Simone would certainly have been awed
by such a clearly Drekian display, had she not
been carried off by Lincoln during the melee.
As soon as Alfred realized this, he left
the globe-headed, elder Wang unconscious
on the plush rug. As he exited the office, he
stopped in a readied stance on the catwalk —
Simone and Lincoln were out of sight.
Down" below, Alfred's comrades
shouted to him, indicating that Simone had been taken
upstairs further, into the darker heights of the tremendous steel erection.
As they cheered encouragement toward their
hero, Alfred heard the frantic cries of the beautiful
Simone. His course of action was clear...
; Will Alfred rescue the struggling Simotte?
Open The Tripod next week, loyal readers, to find
out all the details. Don't miss it!
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ALONG THE LONG W A L K
c ^
Of Finance Of The Student Government Association?

Peter Knight'93: Quanti Davis,
Edwin Musky, and Adalai
Stevenson,

\Ai^l SiK dno #lt> Ou>inh I)a\ i-,

and I don't know who the others are.

Kate Cadette'93: I really don't
know.

Mary Beth Malone '93: Quanti,
Justin Van Etten, and Kaiser.

Jawanza Gross '94: Quanti
Davis, Emelie East, and Professor Watts.

Gary Reger, History Professor:
Why should I care?

Nat Kessler '93: I have no idea,

0

1
5
53"
o
TimChisholm'95: Quanti, Gilbert Havens, and Sanjee
Fernando.
.

Alex Ladd '95: Quanti, Shaggy,
and Scooby.

Hugh Anderson '93?: Quanti
and some others..,Don't use my
name.

Editor's note; This question was asked on the Long Walk last Wednesday to random passers by. One student did correctly answer
the question, but her picture did not come out. Louise Messiqua '94 answered: Quanti Davis, Emelie East, and Kirsten Kowalski.

Who Is Crazier, Anyway The Fanatics Or Indian Of The Week
Those Who Fight Them, Continued
continued from page 16

continued from page 17

only a broken promise of his
surrender.
Abdel-Rahman has also
made it onto the airwaves many
times in the last few weeks.
After blasting the media,
even calling them, in an interview with Time, "...useless and
liars and dishonest," he has no
problem using them to preach
his objections regarding the nonIslamic governments of the

world. The FBI is powerless, to
stop him; in fact, they are the
power that feeds him.
Every day more and more
cults and religious fanatics
spring up across America.
We are in a world community searching for direction,
seeking leadership, and we have
to remember to keep a careful
eye out for the geniuses of manipulation.
Too bad Rabbi Menacham

Schneerson could not heed that
warning. At over 90 years old,
and almost completely dysfunctional after a stroke, the ultraorthodox
Jewish
sect
"Lubavitch" has deemed him
an unwilling Messiah.
Despite
Rabbi
Schneerson's mute objections
the sect continues to worship
him — needing at least an icon
of leadership, unwilling to be
anything but sheep.

and get this folks: I was born
on January 11th, 1971, but not
during a governmentimposed
curfew.. Isn't that freaky?
Moreover, we are both
Capricorns and so maybe we
can communicate telepathically or something weird like
that. Anyway, it was amusing
to say the least and I have.
I jumped the red-eye
back to Trinity later in the
evening. I wrote the story as
soon as I arrived. It was as if I

had a long dream. It was as if
there was some conspiracy to
make meforgetwhathad happened. But that night as I finished up my column, yetagain
I realized that once again, I
had managed to get the story.
Elusive as it was, I was fortunate enough to get the interview.
Thank you Hetal R.
Lakhani, and let be it known
that for the next seven days
you are INDIAN of the
WEEK....WORD!
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MacLean Earns AU-American Honors
B.Y ADAM DUNN
Sports Writer

Trinity wrestling finished
its best year ever two weeks ago
at the nationals in New London
Connecticut. Although 8-11 is
far from dominating, or where
the coach and his wrestlers
would like to have finished, it is
a solid sign of improvement.
Several individual wrestlers had outstanding seasons
for the Bantams, but due to inexperience, injuries, or plain bad
luck, only one placed at New
Englands.
Captain Matt
Pederson '93, Bob Bligh '94, and
Brian Roberts '95 all compiled
impressive winning records for
the Bantams, but the center of
Trinity's resurgence in wrestling
can be traced to one wrestler.
Sophomore Tucker MacLean's
performance in the last two
weeks of the season is a convincing testimony that Trinity
wrestling is moving in the right
direction.
Last year, the New England tournament was a showcase for MacLean's outstanding,
unorthodox, tireless, and relentless style; a style which seems to
put MacLean in a position to
win every match he starts.
MacLean, as a freshman, pinned
a senior top-seed from Coast
Guard Academy in the finals to
become Trinity's first freshman
New England champion. This
' year MacLean had a whirlwind
season, going 27-4, and taking
two of his losses to thebestwrestler in New England's this year,
national runner-up in the 190
pound weight class from WPI,

John Roy.
The tournament started
slowly for MacLean, but he recorded victories over the wrestler from Williams and University of Massachusetts Boston,
winning 12-9 and 7-3 respectively. The UMB opponent had
beaten MacLean the weekend
before at the Plymouth State Invitational. In his next match,
MacLean faced the wrestler from
Plymouth State College who
was seeded first and had also
beaten Tucker at the previous
tournament. MacLean Iqst
again, this time in a match that
was 4-4 when the final buzzer
sounded, but more than one
minute of riding time gave the
PSC wrestler the edge.
In New Englands a wrestler can lose a match and still
come back to wrestle in the finals. Tucker recorded an impressive superior decision for
his second victory over the
William's wrestler to return to
the finals. In the finals MacLean
tried to avoid losing for the third
time to the PSC wrestler. The
match was incredibly entertaining, and in the final minute of
the match there was a frantic
scoring frenzy, but unfortunately the decision again went
to the PSC wrestler. For
MacLean, this seemed like a disappointing ending to an outstanding season.
The NESCAC generally
sends eleven wrestlers to the
NCAA Division III wrestling
tournament, less than any other
participating conference. Ten
champions and one wild card
are generally the wrestlers who

representpur area at the nationals. The wild card slot is filled at
a meeting immediately.-following the finals, and usually goes
to an outstanding runner-up
who has been to nationals before, or a senior who the coaches
think has an opportunity to
place. In the event that some
champion cannotattendNationals, the other runner-ups who
receive votes are put in order as
alternates.
MacLean was the second
wild-card from New Englands.
He lost a close vote to a senior
134 pounder from Williams in
the ballot. As the Trinity team
drove through the snow on that
Saturday night everyone, including MacLean/ considered
the season a done deal. However, over the weekend the 118
pound champion from Rhode
Island College was arrested for
fighting and deemed ineligible
for the NCAA tournament. On
Monday MacLean found out he
would wrestle for the second
time at Nationals.
The NCAA tournament is
so exciting that the atmosphere
is impossible to describe accurately to anyone whohasn'tbeen
there. Wrestlers from all over
the country compete on up to
eight mats simultaneously.
Tucker began his two days at
nationals against the number
five seed from Ithaca college in
New York. The match was a
nail biter. MacLean was trailing
7-6 in the second period when
he reversed his opponent to his
back and pinned him for the'
first round upset.
MacLean's next ma tch pit-

All-Amerkan Tucker MacLean '95 shoots a half-nelson.
ted him against a wrestler from Ithaca again, this time losing a
Augsburg, who had upset the close 7-6 decision. The match
number four seed in his first was marred by the Ithaca
round match.
.MacLean wrestler's stalling in the final
wrestled the match of his career. minutes. Tuck won his final
After giving up art early match of the season against an
takedown, and being ridden for opponent from Wartburg 9-5,
the entire first period, MacLean .on a final second takedown and
entered the second periodready backpoints.
to work. He quickly scored a
The win left MacLean as
reversal and rode the Augsburg thehighestplace finisher in Trinwrestler flawlessly, using tilts ity history, eclipsing Joe Adam's
to score backpoints throughout sixth place finish several years
the period. The. third period ago. The fifth place finish also
went much like the second, and put MacLean ahead of the PSC
MacLean recorded a 10-4 vic- wrestler who had beaten him
tory with the help of riding time. for the New England title, and
By virtue of that victory, another wrestlers in New EnMacLean was guaranteed a sixth gland, with the exception of Roy
place finish and All-Arnerican from WPI.
status. The next day, MacLean
Next year .the New Enwas pitted against the eventual gland conference will send up
champion, from Montclair State to five more wrestlers to the nain New Jersey. MacLean lost a tionals, due in part to perfordiscouraging technical fall. In mances like MacLean's. Hopethe consolation bracket fully, other Trinity wrestlers will
MacLean met the wrestler from join him there next year.

This Thursday,
th
March 18

Wear Your Blue Jeans
In Supp
eople of
All Sex
tations.
Please Show Your Support.
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Swimming's David Lynch Puts Team First
BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer

If David Lynch was at all
cocky you might understand
why. He just helped break four
Trinity swimming records last
week at the New England Swim
Championships including the 50
meter backstroke, 200 medley
relay, 200 freestyle relay, and
the 400 freestyle relay. Still the
success does not change David's
attitude; he is too team oriented.
"He doesn't seek the limelight.
He doesn't seek approbation,"
lauds swimming coach Chet
McPhee.
The irony of David's attitude is that swimming has many
elements of an individual sport.
Sure the team score is the most
importantaspectofaswimmeet,
but swimming is unlike other
traditional team sports such as
basketball and football because
you race against yourself as well.
Every time you enter the water
you have an opportunity to
break a record, whether it's a
team record or a personal best.
Every swim coach stresses team
first, butinasportsuch as swimming you cannot help worrying
about your individual times.
David began swimming
in his hometown of North Haven, CT at the age of six. By the
time he was fourteen David was
sick of the sport and decided to
take a couple of years off. When
he started high school at
Hotchkiss, the coach convinced

him to get back into the pool.
David's elder brother was the
captain of the swim team and
the coach knew if David was
anything like his brother, the
team would be in excellent
shape.
When it was time for
David to go to college he had
several options. He could go to
a Division I swimming powerhouse such as Lafayette,
Bucknell, or Perm, which were
interested in him. The question
arose, would he be abletocompete right away or have to slowly
work his way up the swimming
ladder at those schools? When
David looked at nearby Trinity
and met coach McPhee, his decision became much simpler.
"Something just clicked with
Chet," explains David.
As coach McPhee will tell
you, "I recruited for David very
hard." Coach McPhee needed a
backstroker because he lost his
star backstroker in 1989 due to
graduation. However David's
preferred stroke at the time, and
what he believed was his strongeststroke,wasfreestyle. Coach
McPhee, though, recognized
that Daved was "a versatile
swimmer," and decided to use
him primarily as a backstroker.
Other swimmers might have
had problems with what Coach
McPhee was asking, but David
was more concerned about the
team.
David is glad he choose
Trinity. "I couldn't be happier

Swimming tri-captain bavid, Lynch '93 helped hreak four Trinity records at New Englands. KEU.Y
corns
anywhere else. I play water polo
Trinity owes much of its on the swim team have been
in the fall, which won the-New success to David's leadership. beneficial. "Athletics helps in
England's this past year, and I "He's been willing to sacrifice so many different ways. It helps
swim in the winter," he says. for the team. He has swam in you budget your time. It helps
However the 92-93 season did relays as opposed to individual in the way you carry yourself. It
not start out very well. David events because relays get more makes you act as a leader and
separated his shoulder at the points." Notice that three of the helps you communicate with
very beginning of the season, four records that David helped other people," explains David.
forcing him to miss a few weeks. set were relay events.
Coach McPhee will suffer
Still David was able to
David is a political science a great loss when David gradubounce back and help the team major and after he graduates, he ates. The coach commented,
to a 5-5 record. The success of plans on taking some time off "David is one of the special kids
the team canbebetter measured, from the world of academia. "I I've had in the 38 years of coachhowever, by the number of want to go to Europe and travel. ing. He has risen to every chalswimmers (12) Trinity sent to Then come back and teach swim- lenge put before him. He is an
the New England's last week, ming at some prep school," ex- outstanding individual as well
the most they have ever quali- plains David. Wherever David as a swimmer, and that says
fied.
goes, he believes his four years something special."

ROME

TCAC Presents:

SUMMER 1993

ADAM
SANDLER

Trinity's Rome Campus six-week summer program will begin
on Sunday, May 30 and conclude on Friday, July 9. Students
in the program will live at Trinity's Rome Campus on the
Aventine, a tree-shaded neighborhood of parks, gardens,
churches monasteries and private residences. We have run
our Rome programs at this location since 1970. The Aventine
is near such famous moments as the Colosseum, the Arch of
Constantine, the Circus Maximus and the Palatine Hill and
close to the central downtonw area.
Students take two of the five courses offered:
Introductory Italian
Intermediate Italian Conversation and Composition
Ancient Roman Art and Civilization
Renaissance and Baroque Art of Rome
Comparative Politics of Western Europe
All the courses take advantage of the Roman location to
enrich their subjects by experiencing contemporary life and
visiting significant historical and cultural sites. Those fulfilling
the Italian Studies Minor at Trinity may complete the
requirement to take two of their six courses at the Rome
Campus.
The program is limited to twenty students. There are currently eight places still available.
For more information contact:
BordenW. Painter
Director, Italian Programs
Seabury 22A, Extension 2388

Saturday Night Live's
Infamous

Opera Man &
Cajun Man
At Costing Gym (Basketball Gym)
Friday, March 26, 9:00

$5 with Trinity ID
$10'without
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Braderick, Ra£aniello Captain Baseball Thomf orde In Pinstripes
continued from page 24

him to steal nine bases in nine
attempts.
Coach Bill Decker described the pitching staff as
having a lot of depth. After a
sensational season of 8-2,
Lloyd Nemerever, an All-New
England second team selection last year, is the number
one pitcher. Nemerever, who
owned a 2.72 ERA, was voted
the team's Most Valuable
Player. He led the team in
wins and innings pitched. He
beat such tournament caliber
clubs as Western Connecticut,
Coast Guard, Wesleyan, arid
Amherst.
: :
Carbone and Owens
will also be included in the
rotation. Owens has not lost a
game (5-0) at Trinity. Carbone
tossed three complete games
in three starts last season, registering a 2.74 ERA. Behind
these threepitchers are sophomores Courtney Little, Rob
Dowling,
and
Ryan
O'Connell. All three pitchers
showed promise in their
rookie seasons and will be
counted on this year.
Two freshman, David

Henry and Mark Popeleski, represent the future of Trinity.
Rafaniello commented that,
"their potential is really great,"
For Rafaniello, the real question
is, "who is going to throw the
strikes?" With its depth, the
Bantam's pitching staff should
be able to handle that challenge
at all times.
The ball club is wellrounded and experienced, but
theyarefacingtwodifficultchallenges. Not only has the winter
been longer than usual, but also
the club has been unable to travel
to Florida where they practice
outside and play different
teams.' Coach Decker was very
disappointed. "I think it is a
tremendous lost opportunity for
these kids. In a sport like baseball, you need the spring trip,"
Being in the field house
has gotten the players in good
baseball shape, but as Broderick
explained, "It's hard to get a
true read on the game."
Rafaniello added, "Being outside is wha tbaseball is all about."
However, because they see the
potential of the talented team
and an inspired coach, there is
no need to worry or lose moti-

vation.
They have had two
scrimmagesagainstaDivision
I club, Central Connecticut
State University. One was
held at Trinity's field house
and the other at Wesleyan's, a
much larger arena. Both
games were close and the
coach from Central Connecticut emphasized Trinity's
strength after both scrimmages, an honest compliment
from a Division I coach.
It may be too unrealistic to state that the team's goal
is to win the tournament because they have to make it
there first. This team, being as
focused as they are, is taking
it one game at a time. .With
their determination, intensity,
and unselfishness, the Bantams may have all the wins
they need to make this season
a great one.
Their first game is this
Saturday, March 20, at
Haverford and the second is
against Swarthmore on the following day. Their home
opener is on March 24 against
Albertus Magnus, weather
permitting.

NCAA Sponsors Drug Seminar
continued from page 24

the father they never had. He
has remarried and is the proud
father of a new baby as well.
The crux of Mr. Phillips'
talk was the charge; "Act for
yourself." He demonstrated this
point when he asked everyone
in theaudience (oput their hand
on their chin, while putting his
own hand on his cheek.
Many in the audience put
their hand on their cheek instead of their chin. Mr. Phillips
explained that the same mentality caused him to follow others
down the road to drug dependency. "Act for yourself," he
repeated.
He posed several questions to the audience. In a demonstration involving 12 athletes
and four coaches, they were
asked, in succession, where are
you going to be in ten years,
what are your biggest fears, and
whatisyourrelationship toward
drugs and alcohol? Everyone
was asked to reflect on these
questions.
Another question, involving the same participants from

the previous demonstration,
was, what's the worst drug? The
participants were, given the
choices of alcohol, marijuana,
cocaine, LSD, and heroin.
There was a division between alcohol and cocaine
among the participants. Mr.
Phillips explained that there was
no correct answer to the question, instead, he stated, "The
worst drug is the one you're
doing."
Of the statistics he rattled
off, one of the most important
for Trinity students was the statistic that of the 28 million alcoholics in the United States, onefourth are college aged. In conjunction with this statistic, he
then posed the question, why
do kids drink?
Audience members offered that it was to escape reality and to have fun. While Mr.
Phillips agreed, he added that
other important factors were role
model influence, availability,
and peer pressure.
In the time that he spoke,
Mr. Phillips succeeded in both
shocking many audience mem-

bers with his own experiences,
while giving everyone some
important questions to consider
regarding drug and alcohol use.
Mr. Phillips' talk was followed by remarks and a short
skit by Marlon Quiritanula '94
and Caroline Santa-Cruz '94,
who represented the Substance
Abuse Task Force on campus.
They spoke briefly regarding the
effects of alcohol on campus.
They pointed out the connection that exists between alcohol and sexual assault in their
skit. Ultimately, they urged students to be aware of the myths
about alcohol and to be responsible for their actions.
A second part of the seminar took place Wednesday
evening, as freshmen athletes
were asked to return to Ferris to
discuss issues pertaining to drug
and alcohol dependency. Team
captains led these discussions.
The success of the seminar can be attributed to the efforts of trainer Jennifer Annon,
who organized this year's event,
and to funds provided by the
NCAA.

BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer

Anybody who has played
baseball, whether it is a pick up
game on a dusty field Or organized ball, has dreamed of making it to the majors. For Jim
Thomforde '93, that dream has
become more like reality after
being drafted by the Yankees
last spring.
• At 8 a.m. on June 1,1992,
Thomforde arises out of bed and
stations himself besides the
phone, waiting for the CALL.
The major league draft, which
begins on the first of June, consists of 50 rounds and lasts up to
three days. As the sun falls behind
the
Thomforde's
Centerville, MA home the tension thickens. "I was definitely
worried," explains Thomforde
as he recalls that summer
evening. Then, at 9:30 p.m., the
phone rings; the call has come.
The New York Yankees decide
to draft Thomforde in the 13th
round; a dream has come true.
To understand how
Thomforde arrived at this point
you can start with his freshman
year at Trinity. The Yankee's
draft pick did not even play on
the varsity squad his freshman
year, he played on the JV. It was
Thomforde's sophomore season
which made a tremendous difference in his future. With his 95
mph-plus fastball, Thomforde
became a huge success. Such a
success that he was invited to
the Cape Cod League that summer.
'••••
TheCapeCodLeagueand
the Alaskan League are considered the top two amateur
leagues in the country.
Thomforde was successful on
the Cape, proving he could fool
some of the best Division I players with his stuff. The first scout
to take and interest in
Thomforde was not a Yankee,
but Red Sox scout.
Going into his junior year,
Thomforde was faced with quite
a bit of pressure. To make matters worse, on December 23,
1991, he had elbow surgery.
After such a procedure he
should not have pitched comr
petitively for 8 to 9 months, but
once his arm was feeling better,
Thomforde couldn't resist the
temptation to play.
Thomforde explains the
pressure during his junior season, "I was expected to win every game I pitched. Since it was

Division III, I was expected to
mow them down." Thomforde's
performance was good enough
to get the attention of nearly
every major league team. By
draft day, Thomforde had a
good feeling he would be
drafted, the question was which
team and which round.
After Thomf orde received
the call, contract negotiations
ensued for three days.
Thomforde received the standard rookie contract bf $135,000
a year with no signing bonus. In
the contract he was given the
option of finishing school, leaving Thomforde's options more
open. Before he had to make a
decision whether to stay in
school or not, Thomforde was
off to the rookie minicamp in
Florida.
Unfortunately on the second day of camp, Thomforde
tore cartilage in his knee.
Thomforde had no idea of the
severity of the injury so he continued to play. It was only when
he was called up to the Yankee
affiliate at Oneonta in the NYPenn League that Thomforde realized the extent of his injury.
Thomforde was sent
down to Ft. Lauderdale to be
operated on by the Yankee's
doctor, then sent up to Tampa to
rehab the knee. After the knee
healed in early August,
Thomforde got six innings with
the rookie team.
Then
Thomforde flew back up to
Oneonta for the last week of the
season.
When the Yankees decided, to cancel their fall instruction Thomforde returned to
Trinity in the fall of 1992. The
big question was what
Thomforde would do in the
spring. Would he leave in April
for the extended spring training
or would he decide to finish his
last semester and graduate?
Thomforde opted to stay in
school and graduate. "The day
I graduate, I leave," explains
Thomforde. It was not an easy
decision for Thomf orde to make,
but his parents were supportive.
Thomforde realizes making it to the "show" is not an
easy road and not many people
make it. Thomforde explains
how he looks at his prospects,
"It's a combination of looking
into the future and taking it day
by day. I honestly believe I can
make it, but at the same time I'm
realistic,"

Knee Injuiy Shelves Hazelton
.

Men's lacrosse works out in the field house last Friday.

"SUZANNE FALUNdEi

continued from page 24

Josh Newsome. Newsome had
an impressive rookie showing,
while Allard is beginnihg to
blossom into a fine player.
Freshman Ryan Hankard has
impressed in the early stages of
the pre-season, and could vie
for a starring position.
In goal for the Bants will
be Cam Hopkins '93, who
moved from his attack position
last season, or freshman Ed
Ronan who is definitely the net
minder of the future.
An optimistic Hazelton
said that he hopes to return as
soon as possible and "this is the
strongest freshman class that
I've seen in four years. We're
really going to need their help.

But this is still a senior team.
We've been together for four
years now, and we have all contributed in the past. We're definitely stronger in the midfield
and defense than we were last
season, arid we're making adjustments in our game in the
pre-season to fit our strengths."
In short, if the seniors play
well, the Bantams will be in good
shape, Moreover, if Davis,
Karmi, or Phelps can deliver the
punch that the Bants need, the
team should be as potent as it
was last season.
On March 20-21, the lax
team opens its season with a
tournament at Alfred, and begins home play March 27 against
Colby College.

News You Can Use I Statistics Of Returning Players From Last Spring
Home Openers

Women's Softball (9-5)

Baseball
March 24, ALBERTUS MAGNUS @ 2:30
Softball
April 3, WHEATON (DH) @ 1:00
Men's Tennis
April 1, HOLY CROSS @ 3:00
Men's Lacrosse
March 26, COLBY @ 3:00
Women's Lacrosse
April 3/TUFTS @ 4:00
Track
April 10, WESLEYAN @ 2:00

Batter
Moynagh
Falcigno
Roy
Stross
DeNicola

R
12
7
5
1
6

Pitcher
Roy
Sarmuk

W-L
7-2
2-3

Sign up for Gym Class
If you haven't signed up for a fourth
quarter physical education class yet, there's
still time. Add drop periodruns throughMarch
19. Class schedules are posted in Ferris, and
you need the instructor's initials to register.

Intramural Update
Sjgn up for indoor soccer, Softball, volleyball, and doubles tennis has come and gone,
so if you missed it, you're out of luck. But if you
still want to participate don't despair. Get a
team ready for the three on three Basketball
tourney and sign up by March 27.

Squash Tunior Nationals
Trinity was supposed to play host to the
Junior National Squash Tournament this past
weekend. However, due to the blizzard it was
cancelled on Saturday evening.

H
17
15
6
8

RBI
4
9
4
3
9

S
0
0

ERA
2.37
5.37

6

Women's Lacrosse (10-2)
AVG

HR

Attackers
Cragin
44
Rice
37
Leary
21
Jones ' 8
Cranis
7
Davison
3
Defense
Menoyo
Friedman
Hubbard
Griffin
Smith

Men's Baseball (19-9)
Batter
Orlando
Coppola
Broderick
Raianiello
Sullivan
.Owens
Devanney
Tighe

R
13
24
33
15
27
22
27
18

H
14
29
38
29
27
32
34
21

RBI
14
9
29
24
21
21
23
18

AVG
.368
,367
.342
.319
.318
.314
.306
.296

Pitcher
Little
Nemerever
Carbone
Owens
O'Connell

W-L
1-1
8-2
2-1
5-0
0-0

S
1
1
0
0
0

ERA
2.70
2.72
2.74
2.80
3.38

K
9
62
13
24
8

HR
0
0
4
0
2
2
3
1

Thanks to Sports Information
Director Chris Brown for providing
last year's statistics

G

5
4
0
0
0

A
13
6
4
6
3
1

5
0
2
1
0

Goal
Nicolls

P
57
43
25
14
10
4

10
4
2
1
0
SVS
142

Men's Lacrosse (10-3)
Attack
•Hazelton
Stempien

G
26
24

A
16
11

P
42
35

Midfield
Porto
Robinson
Oliver
Wisbach
Kastrud
Edwards
Rhoads

16
8
3
3
4
2 . 2
0

3
9
4
2
0

19
17
7
5
4
4
1

Defense
Masi
Dempsey
Weber
Vesely
Newsome

1
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0

1

1
1
0
0
0

Correction
Sports writer, taekwondo judge, and Smackhead member, Andrew Wang
'94 was incorrectly identified as Philadelphia 76ers center Andrew Lang in last
week's Tripod. Apologies to Mr. Wang for associating him with such an abysmal
franchise. But, hey, at least we didn't put him on the Mavericks.

Ttotatite...

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS!
Brunch 10am - 3pm
Full Menu 10am - 8pm

High Hopes...

Great, Affordable Homemade
Diner Food
FREE!
Entree With Purchase Of
Another Of Same Or Greater Value. 15% Gratuity
On Total.

Notable ran into Track star John MuUaney '93 last weekend and got the
low-down on this year's Outdoor Track team. Both the Men and the Women'
had outstanding indoor seasons, and are looking better than ever going into
the Outdoor season. The Men will be paced by seniors Josh Bruno (who holds
the school record in the lOOm at 11.01s), Yussef Khan, and MuUaney (who
finished third in the 55m at the indoor track New Englands this winter).
MuUaney said the team is more confident than ever, and expects to challenge
Williams and Tufts in the run for the NESCAC title.

Hadf ield Honored...
Kudos yet again to Jen Hadfield '94 who was named Second Team AllNESCAC for her record breaking season. Hadfield operated in the low post at
will this season as she amassed a school record 427 points. Notable wants to
say one final congratulations to Hadfield for her outstanding season.

More Women's Hoop Honors...
Late
M-Th 11:30-Midnight
Fri 11:30-3am
Sat 5:00-3am

g Min. From Campus
267 Farmington Ave.
Hartford
Phone 241-8200

The Senior back court of Kathy Moynagh and Lisa O'Connell were
invited to play in the NESCAC senior all-star game. The game was supposed
to happen at Babson last weekend, but was postponed by the blizzard, and will
be made up at a later date. The pair of guards have started together for four
seasons.

McKelvin Rewarded...

CLUB
Hartford's Original Alternative

Freshman basketball player Troy McKelvin was named to the NESCAC
All-Rookie team. McKelvin led the Bants in points (297), steals (37) and assists
(108). His 108 assists are the ninth highest single season total in Trinity history.
It was also the first time a Bantam has had more than 100 assists since joe Re,illy
'91 (131) and Matt Vaughn'92 (100) in the'88-'89 season.

SPORTS

TRIPOD

Drug And Alcohol Seminar Packs Costing
BYMARKGRUBA
Sports Editor

The annual Drug and Alcohol Seminar was held in
Oosting Gym last Wednesday,
March 10, before nearly 600 students and coaches. Featured
speaker, Bill Phillips, representing Freedom from Chemical
Dependency (FCD), recounted
at length his own personal experiences with drug addiction
to dissuade drug use.
Athletic- Director Rick
Hazelton introduced Mr.
Phillips shortly after 4:00, "and
he proceeded to speak for the
better part of an hour. Mr.
Phillips, a self described motivational speaker, attributed his
initial drug use, beer drinking,
to- the alienation he felt as a
Cherokee Indian in the IrishCatholic suburbs of Boston.
One day in the fifth grade
he was offered a beer from a
classmate he had beaten up the
previous day, and it changed
his life. "Beer gave me confidence," Mr. Phillips recalled.
He also suffered the

abuses of an alcoholic father.
His father kept a mistress,
abused Mr. Phillips and his siblings, and ignored his son's athletic exploits, encouraging him
to fight when faced with problems.
By junior high school Mr.
Phillips had been noticed by a
local football coach, and began
playing several sports. It was a
way for him to vent his violent
tendencies, but it did not curb
his drug use. By the seventh
grade, Mr. Phillips was smoking marijuana regularly. His
life became such that, as he described it, "I needed the buzz to
act."
Mr. Phillips was a successful high school football player,
hockey goalie, and baseball
player; good enough to ultimately play both football and
baseball West Virginia State
University.
After three years of college, during which time he continued toabusemarijuana,black
beauties, and alcohol, he
wrecked his leg jumping off a
train.

He go t married, and as he
put it, "became like my father."
He cheated, verbally abused his
children, and drank with abandon. Tryouts with the New England Patriots and New York
Yankees were spoiled by his alcohol abuse.
Within the next twenty
years he was pronounced dead
twice in alcohol related accidents, and watched his own
lifestlye destroy the lives of his
children.
Finally, at the age of forty,
he addressed his drug dependency, gothimself clean through
the help of Alcoholics Anonymous, and began the difficult
task of putting his life together
again.
Eight years later he declared to the audience in Oosting
Gym, "I'm forty-eight years old
today, and I'm in the best shape
ofmylife." Mr. Phillips believes
that the critical factor in his recovery was being able to talk
freely about his problems, and
communicating with his children about theirs. He became
please turn to page 22

Baseball Set To Swing Away
BY BETH FENWICK
Sports Writer

.•••..

Trinity's baseball team
is looking to improve off an
outstanding, record breaking
1992 season. Not only did they
establish a new school record
for most wins in a season by
winning 19 games, but they
also were seeded first in the
ECAC Division III Tournament. This year's team is preparing to be as successful, if
not more with an entire squad
of returning veterans and talented freshmen.
It takes more than the
actual nine starters to be victorious, and Trinity has this
"good chemistry" as co-captain Keith Rafaniello '93 explained, Paul Broderick'93,
fellow co-captain, is a tremendous competitor, batting .342
and tending third base as a
three year starter. He led the
team last year in hits (38), RBI

(29) and home runs (4).
Rafaniello hit .319 and led the
team in doubles (10). He and
Tim Rooney '94, the 1991 recipient of the coach's award, will be
the club's catchers.
The infield reflects
Trinity's youth. Al Carbone '95
and Peter Tighe 95' will share
the responsibilities at first base.
Last year, Carbone, a lefthanded pitcher, started at first
base, relinquishing the spot to
Tighe when going to the mound.
Tighe, a versatile athlete, hit .296
while playing first base, right
field, and designated hitter.
Matt Orlando '95 came on
strong last year at second base,
while leading the team in hitting with a .368 average, driving
in 14 runs in just 16 games.
Sophomore Matt Sullivan, the
only Bantam to hit a home run
from the left and the right side
of the plate in 1992, is the returning shortstop. Sullivan batted
.318 and led the team in walks

(23). Christian.Sheenan'96 will
look to see some playing time
in this position as well.
Jeff Devanney '93, Jeff
Owens '94, Dan Coppola '95,
and freshman Mike Ranieri will
be roaming the outfield for the
Bantams. These fast and athletic ballplayers are a real asset
not only to the defense, but
also the offense, by stealing a
considerable number of bases
and scoring most of their runs.
Devanney, batting .306,
was second on the team in
home runs (3) and led the team
in steals (14). Defensively, this
centerfielder ranksamong the
finest in New England. Owens
is the rightfielder and a
righthanded pitcher. At the
plate he belted out 32 hits for a
.314 average. Coppola, the
starting leftfielder, was
Trinity's top hitter for most of
the season, batting .367. And
his exceptional speed enabled

As the snow falls, baseball perfects the rundown in the field house.

please turn to page 22

BILL PADULA

Bill Phillips spoke frankly to Trinity students and
coaches about his experiences with drug abuse.

KELLY COLLIS

Seniors Lead Men's Lax
BY BRIAN GENDRON
Sports Writer
It's been a preseason of
good news and bad news for the
Trinity Men's Lacrosse squad.
The Bants had one of the most
successful seasons in school history last year when they lost in
the semifinal of the ECAC Tournament to Middlebury 15-8. The
Bants posted a 10-3 record during the regular season and were
seeded fourth in last year's tourney.
However, Trinity los t five
starters to graduation, including Ryan Martin, the college's
all-time leading scorer at the attack position, and Jon
Rotenstreich, an excellent
goaltender. The teams biggest
loss occurred on March 6 when
co-captain Jim Hazleton '93 tore
the anterior cruciate ligament in
his knee during an indoor scrimmage versus Springfield.
Hazelton's knee has been im• proving, and although the doctors have not put a timetable on
his return, he hopes to play this
season. Nevertheless, Hazelton
has started since his freshman
year, and after a strong junior
season (26 G, 16 A, 42 P) was to
be the Bants primary offensive
threat this season. To replace
Hazelton and the graduated
players, the Bants will be relying heavily on other seniors.
Leading the attackers will
be Rob Stempien '93. The second leading returning scorer at
24-11-35, Stempien will have to
pick up his offensive totals this
season in order to keep Trinity a
contender.
Beyond Stempien, the
other starring positions on the
forward line have yet to be
claimed. Among those in the
battle for the spots are sophomores Jordy Davis, Gus Phelps,
andKarimKarmi. With Phelps

returning from a knee injury and
Davis and Karmi's limited time
last season, all three of these
players will have to step up to
balance the Bants attack.
The midfield for the Bants
will be the most important area
of the lax squad. With the departure of Martin and the injury
to Hazelton, the middies are
going to have to put the ball in
thenetmore. Hazelton said "We
have restructured our offense
this season to try to get the
midfielders more involved.
They are going to have to score
for us to be successful."
Seniors Joe Porto and
Brian Oliver bring experience
and leadership and will have to
be key players on the offensive
side of the midfield. The Bantams will also look for offense
from juniors Mike Robinson and
Mark Kas trud, who bring speed,
quickness, and talent to the
midfield.
With a good corps of offensive midfielders, Trinity will
look to sophomore David
Rhoads, and juniors Jon
Edwards and Rob Weber for
defensive help at their midfield
positions. Freshman Greg.
Cartin and Luke Tansill' should
provide immediate help in the
midfield.
Stepping back another
line finds some of the Bantam's
most experienced players. Trinity showcases one of their most
talented defensive squads of
past years, with the return of
seniors Jeff Dempsey and cocaptain Jason Masi. Both are
three year starters who bring a
great blend of strength, speed,
and skills to the demanding position.
Rounding out the defensive squad are juniors Mark
Vesely and Matt Rosenberg, and
sophomores Dave Allard and
please turn to page 22

